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ABSTRACT

The current manufacturing paradigm is shifting toward more flexible manufactur-

ing systems that produce highly personalized products, adapt to unexpected distur-

bances in the system, and readily integrate new manufacturing system technology.

However, to achieve this type of flexibility, new system-level control strategies must

be developed, tested, and integrated to coordinate the components on the shop floor.

One strategy that has been previously proposed to coordinate the resources and parts

in a manufacturing system is multi-agent control.

The manufacturing multi-agent control strategy consists of agents that interface

with the various components on the shop floor and continuously interact with each

other to drive the behavior of the manufacturing system. Two of the most impor-

tant decision-making agents for this type of control strategy are product agents and

resource agents. A product agent represents a single product and a resource agent

represents a single resource on the plant floor. The objective of a product agent is

to make decisions for an individual product and request operations from the resource

agents based on manufacturer and customer specifications. A resource agent is the

high-level controller for a resource on the shop floor (e.g., machines, material-handling

robots, etc.). A resource agent communicates with other product and resource agents

in the system, fulfills product agent requests, and interfaces with the associated re-

source on the plant floor.

While both product agents and resource agents are important to ensure effective

performance of the manufacturing system, the work presented in this dissertation im-

proves the intelligence and capabilities of product agents by providing a standardized

x



product agent architecture, models to capture the dynamics and constraints of the

manufacturing environment, and methods to make improved decisions in a dynamic

system. New methods to explore the manufacturing system and cooperate with other

agents in the system are provided. The proposed architecture, models, and methods

are tested in a simulated manufacturing environment and in several manufactur-

ing testbeds with physical components. The results of these experiments showcase

the improved flexibility and adaptability of this approach. In these experiments, the

model-based product agent effectively makes decisions to meet its production require-

ments, while responding to unexpected disturbances in the system, such as machine

failures or new customer orders. The model-based product agent proposed in this

dissertation pushes the fields of manufacturing and system-level control closer to re-

alizing the goals of increased personalized production and improved manufacturing

system flexibility.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The manufacturing sector is an important part of the global economy, being re-

sponsible for 16% of the Gross World Product [75]. In the United States, manufac-

turing accounts for 11% of the Gross Domestic Product, provides 12 million jobs,

and supports many other services across the economy [89]. Recent technological ad-

vancements in the areas of sensing, computation, and communication have led to the

promise of a new manufacturing paradigm known as Smart Manufacturing in the

United States and Industry 4.0 in Europe [54, 68]. The goal of this new paradigm

is to increase personalized production, improve system flexibility, and enhance man-

ufacturing productivity by connecting the different stages of the product lifecycle,

gathering data from every stage, and using this data to dynamically adapt the sys-

tem to variations in production demands and operating conditions [19, 40, 129]. The

design, implementation, and analysis of a fully connected manufacturing enterprise

presents a number of scientific and technical challenges [54].

To improve manufacturing system flexibility and enable customized production,

manufacturers are looking to incorporate more advanced manufacturing technology on

the plant floor. Current manufacturing systems are starting to integrate traditional

manufacturing technology, such as CNC (Computer Numerical Control) machines
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and conveyor systems, with recent manufacturing technology, e.g additive manufac-

turing, automated guided vehicles (AGV), smart industrial robots [33, 51], and the

Industrial Internet of Things [114]. As both the capabilities of individual components

and customer expectations for highly personalized products increase, the control and

coordination of the components on the plant floor become increasingly more compli-

cated. Coordination of the components on the plant floor, also known as system-level

control, presents a number of interesting fundamental research problems [11,119].

One of the major challenges in this area of system-level control is the development

of control strategies that can rapidly adapt to unexpected disturbances on the shop

floor. A system-level controller has to handle unexpected machine faults or break-

downs, respond to changing customer orders, and quickly integrate new machines

into the shop floor, to name a few objectives [11]. One strategy for responding to

these system disturbances is through the use of a centralized, hierarchical control

architecture [67,119]. For this control strategy, the disturbance is handled by a single

controller that has access to all of the information in the manufacturing system. How-

ever, finding new schedules and coordinating all of the system components becomes

more difficult as the complexity of the manufacturing system increases [10]. There-

fore, distributed strategies for manufacturing system-level control have been proposed

to increase the flexibility of the manufacturing system [18,69,83].

One particular distributed control strategy that can be leveraged to address the

challenge of coordinating complex systems is multi-agent control [128]. Agent-based

control of manufacturing systems has been a growing area of research over the past 30

years [56,60,61,112,122]. In this control strategy, a number of software agents make

high-level decisions for various manufacturing system components (e.g., machines,

physical parts, product orders, etc.) [56, 122]. These decisions are determined based

on an agent’s goals, communication with other agents in the system, and information

available from the physical system. The high-level decisions of the various agents

2



Figure 1.1: An overview of the communication between product agents and resource
agents for multi-agent control of manufacturing systems. The background picture of
the smart manufacturing system is taken from [115].

determine the performance of the entire manufacturing system [10,90].

The multi-agent architectures proposed in existing works contain various combi-

nations of agents, with each agent having its own purpose and objective [123]. These

agents are representations of different manufacturing system components, such as re-

sources on the plant floor, parts in the manufacturing system, and customer orders,

among others. The product agent (or a similarly named agent) is a key part of a ma-

jority of these multi-agent architectures. A product agent makes decisions for a single

part in the manufacturing system [29, 78, 123]. The objective for the product agent

(PA) is to schedule and request various operations from the system resources based on

customer specifications. The PA accomplishes its objective through communication

and negotiations with other product agents and resource agents in the system. A

resource agent (RA) is a high-level controller for a resource (e.g. robot, machine) on

the shop floor. RAs attempt to safely and efficiently schedule and complete logistic

or manufacturing tasks in the system.

Figure 1.1 provides a high-level example and overview of the communication be-
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tween product and resource agents. In the multi-agent control strategy, the PAs need

to communicate with RAs to accomplish required customer specifications. Therefore,

the PAs make decisions and send requests (shown by the filled, green message boxes)

in a limited communication area. Meanwhile, RAs respond to the relevant messages

and make scheduling and operation decisions based on the capabilities, availability,

and status of the associated resource. These decisions are relayed to both product and

resource agents, as shown in Figure 1.1 via the white, unfilled message boxes. This

type of communication and coordination occurs in the entire manufacturing system,

as multiple product agents and resource agents communicate to fulfill the customer

and manufacturer requirements. More details and definitions of both product and

resource agents are provided in Chapter II.

While both both product and resource agents are important components of the

multi-agent control strategy, this dissertation focuses on the development of an in-

telligent, autonomous, and adaptive product agent. In fact, there remain a number

of challenges that must be addressed in the design, development, and implementa-

tion of PAs to fulfill the Industry 4.0 goals of customized production and improved

system flexibility [78]. A majority of existing PAs use rule-based reasoning during

decision making. While rule-based reasoning is easy to develop and implement in real

world systems, it reduces the flexibility and adaptability of the PA, especially in the

presence of unexpected disturbances.

A few model-based approaches to PA intelligence have been proposed to improve

the performance of PAs in manufacturing systems [5, 23, 102, 104, 108]. The model-

based approaches described in [5,23,108] do not describe and define a detailed archi-

tecture that can be integrated with existing multi-agent controllers for manufacturing

systems. The work in [102, 104] describes and uses an architecture for PA decision

making. However, the architecture in [102, 104] does not contain the components

and methods to dynamically build and update models used during decision making.
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In addition, all of the previously proposed model-based PAs [5, 23, 102, 104, 108] use

passive cooperation techniques. This passive cooperation methodology does not allow

the PA to identify and negotiate over conflicting constraints in the system, reducing

the flexibility of this control strategy.

This dissertation presents new methods to develop autonomous, adaptive, and

cooperative PAs. Specifically, this dissertation proposes a novel software architecture

for the PA and provides methods that can be used by the PA to improve its per-

formance. The developed methods enable the PA to efficiently build a model of the

system capabilities in a dynamic environment, use this model to autonomously plan

and execute actions through communication with other agents in the system, and

cooperate with other agents in the system during planning and scheduling. Overall,

this dissertation work can be used as a blueprint for developing intelligent PAs that

can fulfill highly personalized customer orders, while meeting the various constraints

found in the manufacturing environment.

1.2 Contributions

The core contributions of the dissertation are described in this section.

1) A model-based architecture for product agents:

In most existing multi-agent architectures, PAs use rule-based reasoning to make

decisions in a manufacturing system [29,59,71,76,80,106,116,120]. While rule-based

reasoning is a viable control strategy, it is difficult to scale this approach to a large,

complex manufacturing system with numerous constraints and incorporate flexible

decision making algorithms to improve the performance of the agent. An alternative

control strategy is to use a continuously updated model of the system and optimization

techniques for PA decision making. A few works have focused on developing model-

based PAs, but the software architecture of the proposed model-based PAs are not

outlined in full detail [5, 23, 104, 108]. Therefore, the first contribution of this
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dissertation is a model-based PA architecture that autonomously makes intelligent

decisions in an unknown manufacturing environment and cooperates with RAs to

schedule and execute actions to guide parts through the manufacturing system. The

model-based architecture is presented in Chapter III and in [44,47].

2) An exploration methodology for efficient product agent model creation in a dynamic

manufacturing environment:

To enable effective decision making in a manufacturing environment, a PA must

understand the state of the physical part and the capabilities of the surrounding re-

sources. Thus, the PA should be able to dynamically explore the capabilities of the

manufacturing environment through communication with other agents in the system.

In existing architectures, PA exploration is accomplished by either supplying the PA

with a holistic view of system capabilities or by allowing the PA to query all of the

resource agents (RAs) in the system. Both of these techniques provide the PA with

too much information, either creating unnecessary communication overhead or pop-

ulating the PA knowledge base with extraneous information. Therefore, the second

contribution of this dissertation is a novel methodology to enable PA exploration

based on a dynamic network of RAs. In the proposed methodology, RAs are able

to coordinate and form teams to enable efficient PA exploration. This exploration

methodology is described in Chapter IV and in [45].

3) A framework to enable direct and active cooperation for the product agent:

A PA must cooperate with other PAs and RAs when making decisions. Specif-

ically, when planning and scheduling future resource actions, a PA must cooperate

with both PAs and RAs to find a sequence of resource actions to complete its associ-

ated part’s production requirements and not conflict with other parts in the system.

Prior work has focused on a passive approach to PA cooperation, where the PA has

to find a set of feasible resource actions without negotiating with other agents to re-

solve scheduling constraints [10,29,50,55,58,104,127]. However, the PA is not always
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able find a sequence of actions that satisfies all of the existing scheduling constraints

and accomplishes its production goals [47]. This limitation of the passive cooperation

approach reduces the flexibility of the PA and, in turn, reduces the flexibility and

adaptability of the multi-agent control strategy. To improve the flexibility of the PA,

a direct, active cooperation approach can be utilized during the PA’s planning and

scheduling phase. In this type of cooperation, the PA can identify conflicting actions

and, through negotiation, find resolutions for these conflicts. Therefore, the third

contribution of this dissertation is a model-based decision making framework to

enable direct, actively cooperative product agents. This framework is presented in

Chapter V and further details about the framework and its applications are in [43,48].

4) Integration of the model-based product agent with industrial system controllers:

One major challenge in the development of multi-agent control for manufacturing

systems is the integration of agents with industrial system controllers and architec-

tures [61, 123]. To ensure the compatibility of the proposed model-based product

agent, the architecture, models, and methods proposed in this dissertation have been

tested in several manufacturing system testbeds. Therefore, the fourth contri-

bution of this dissertation is the integration of the model-based product agent with

existing, standardized system-level controllers for manufacturing systems. Chapter re-

fchap6 presents a description of multi-agent control implementations in three man-

ufacturing testbeds: the Fischertechnik testbed at the University of Michigan [131],

the myJoghurt Demonstrator at the Technical University of Munich [2,121], and the

System-level Manufacturing and Automation Research Testbed at the University of

Michigan [46].

1.3 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation focuses on the development of intelligent product agents to im-

prove system flexibility. The proposed product agent can explore the local manu-

7



facturing environment, make autonomous decisions in a dynamic system, and coop-

erate with other product agents and resource agents in the system to resolve con-

flicts. Chapter II provides background information and limitations for existing prod-

uct agents. Chapter III presents the architecture developed for the product agent.

This proposed architecture is a baseline architecture for a model-based product agent

that is expanded in the following sections. Chapter IV describes a method for prod-

uct agent exploration via dynamic resource task negotiation. Chapter V proposes

a framework for active and direct cooperation for the product agent. Chapter VI

describes implementations of the product agent in physical manufacturing testbeds.

Finally, Chapter VII provides concluding remarks for the dissertation and proposes

several future directions for this work.
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CHAPTER II

Background

In this chapter, an overview of the current state of multi-agent control for man-

ufacturing systems is provided. Then, several sections survey the existing work in

the development of intelligence for the product agent, one of the agents commonly

found in this control strategy. Specifically, the existing architectures, exploration

techniques, and cooperation methods for product agents are presented.

2.1 Multi-agent Control of Manufacturing Systems

The field of agent-based systems and multi-agent control has been developed over

the past several decades to tackle problems in a variety of application domains [20,

93, 105, 128]. A number of large, complex systems, from multi-robot systems [30, 95]

to power grids [42,77], have been analyzed and controlled via agent-based technology.

In the area of manufacturing, agent-based technology has been used at various

levels of production, from the supply chain level [27, 39, 81] to the factory floor [56,

60, 122]. For system-level control of manufacturing systems, a wide variety of multi-

agent architectures have been developed [56,61,112,122]. Most of these architectures

identify the roles and responsibilities of the different manufacturing system agents and

develop the communication requirements for this control strategy. Therefore, as part

of these architectures, a number of agents have been proposed to represent customer
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Figure 2.1: The interactions between product agents, resource agents, and the factory
floor in a multi-agent architecture.

orders, parts in the manufacturing system, resources (e.g. robots and machines) on

the shop floor, among a number of other components [123]. However, for real-time

system level control during production, a large majority of the architectures rely on

the cooperation and decision making of two types of agents: product agents (PAs)

and resource agents (RAs) [119,123].

A resource agent (RA) is a high-level controller for a resource (e.g. robot, machine)

on the shop floor [29,65]. The RA captures the capabilities and current status of the

associated resource, relays that information to other agents in the system, and sends

high-level parameters and actuation commands to the resource (e.g. pick up a specific

part, start a particular manufacturing operation, etc.). The goal of the RA is to safely

and efficiently schedule and complete logistic or manufacturing tasks in the system.

A product agent (PA) makes decisions for a single part in the manufacturing

system [29]. The PA receives information about the status of the physical part and
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the capabilities of the manufacturing system from the RAs. Based on the information

received from the RAs and a set of production requirements [113], the PA makes a

decision to: (1) obtain the capabilities and plans of other PAs and RAs in the system,

(2) plan and schedule future resource actions, or (3) request the execution of a resource

action. Figure 2.1 shows the general flow of information for product agents, resource

agents, and the factory floor for a multi-agent control strategy.

A number of multi-agent architectures have been integrated into existing man-

ufacturing facilities with promising results [61, 87]. These existing implementations

have showcased only the potential of the multi-agent control strategy, as these works

have focused on developing agents to make decisions in the presence of very specific

disturbances (e.g. a single machine going down) in small-scale manufacturing sys-

tems [57]. Thus, there are a number of challenges that must be addressed before this

strategy can be used in larger, more complex industrial manufacturing systems. One

of the primary challenges is to create more flexible agents that autonomously make

decisions in the presence of multiple, different disturbances (e.g., multiple machine

failures, addition of new resources to the manufacturing system, unexpected changes

to a customer order, etc.). Another challenge is the development of methods and al-

gorithms to allow agents to identify and cooperate with only a subset of the agents in

the multi-agent controller. This dissertation focuses on addressing these challenges for

only one type of agent: the product agent. The following section provides background

information about the product agent’s decision making, exploration, and cooperation

capabilities and identifies some of the limitations of the existing architectures and

methods.

2.2 Intelligent Product Agents

A wide variety of multi-agent architectures have been introduced to control indus-

trial systems. Most of these proposed system-level architectures contain an instance
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of the product agent (PA) [123]. This section overviews the existing architectures

and frameworks used to enable product agent intelligence for the control of parts in

a manufacturing system.

2.2.a Rule-based product agents

PROSA (Product-Resource-Order-Staff Architecture) is one of the first examples

of a decentralized, distributed control architecture developed to improve manufac-

turing system flexibility [120]. In this system-level control architecture, the Order

Holon, the component most resembling the PA, is responsible for tracking the state

of the physical product and initiating work requests. The Order Holon stores the

state of the physical product, the progress of the current tasks (i.e. events), and the

historical progression of accomplished tasks. Once initialized, the Order Holon is able

to request a process plan, request an optimal schedule from a scheduling agent, and

cooperate with other holons (i.e. agents) in the system. While the general behavior

and communication of the Order Holon is described, only a brief, general description

of the stored information and decision making of the Order Holon is provided.

Another example of a multi-agent architecture for manufacturing is PABADIS

(Plant automation based on distributed systems) [72]. The proposed system-level

control architecture was developed to improve the flexibility and scalability of man-

ufacturing systems by making some agents, such as the PA, more autonomous and

active during the decision making process of the system controller [71]. In [71], the

PA life-cycle is identified as (1) creation, (2) scheduling, (3) migration, (4) execution,

and (5) termination. This life-cycle is adopted for our proposed, adaptive PA archi-

tecture. Similar to PROSA, while the general behavior of the PA is described, the

internal architecture and decision making of the PA are not described in detail.

A recently proposed system-level control architecture that was designed in a for-

mal manner is ADMARMS [29]. ADMARMS uses qualitative design principles to
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identify the basic knowledge and communication necessary for agents in reconfig-

urable manufacturing systems. In [29], the requirements for the stored information,

functionality, and communication capabilities of the ADMARMS PA are provided.

However, while the required PA data structures are presented in detail, a decision

making strategy for the PA that uses this information is not provided. The data

structures and PA-RA (resource agent) communication requirements introduced in

ADMARMS are taken into consideration when developing our proposed, adaptive

PA.

ADACOR (ADAptive holonic COntrol aRchitecture) is one of the first archi-

tectures to provide a formal specification to describe the behavior of its proposed

agents [62]. The behavior of the Product Holon, the component similar to a PA in

the ADACOR architecture, is specified using a Petri Net [59]. Additionally, a gen-

eral structure and algorithm that prevents erratic behavior of the holon is described

in ADACOR2, a second iteration of the multi-agent architecture [9, 10]. Although

the general guidelines of the Product Holon are provided, the decision making of the

Product Holon is driven by a set of rules.

These four multi-agent system-level architectures (PROSA, PABADIS,

ADMARMS, and ADACOR) focus on developing the required agents and the neces-

sary communication to effectively control manufacturing systems. Some more exam-

ples and implementations of system-level multi-agent architectures with PAs can be

found in [63,76,80,106,116]. Since the focus of these architectures is to construct all

of the agents in the system, the decision making of specific agents (e.g. the PA) is

usually rule-based reasoning.

While rule-based reasoning is a viable control strategy, it is difficult to scale these

types of reasoners to larger systems. More complex manufacturing systems (e.g.

systems with a higher product variety and more technologically advanced resources)

require a larger set of rules for the PA. As the number of rules increases, it is more
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challenging to develop new rules, find conflicting rules, and verify the behavior of the

product agent. In addition, as more rules are added, the flexibility of the agent’s

behavior is reduced. Thus, it is difficult to scale these rule-based PAs to larger, more

complex manufacturing systems. One approach that is used to address some of these

challenges is model-based reasoning. This approach focuses on developing a model of

the system and using optimization techniques for decision making of the PA.

2.2.b Model-based product agents

In the general field of agent-based system and multi-agent control, agents often

use a systematic, model-based optimization approach during the decision making pro-

cess [107]. Hence, model-based reasoning has recently been proposed to improve the

autonomy and adaptability of PAs [5,23,55,102,104]. PAs can leverage various types

of models of the manufacturing environment to complete required manufacturing op-

erations and meet the provided specifications.

The most common modeling approach for model-based PAs is the use of finite-

state machines (FSMs) to represent the available resources and operations in the

manufacturing system [5, 23, 55, 102, 104]. These models encode sequences of logistic

and manufacturing operations (i.e., events) that lead to changes in the location or

physical composition of the associated part on the plant floor (i.e., states). FSM

models use static weights (costs) on events to capture the time required to complete

processing, handling, and buffering operations [5, 55]. There have been several ex-

tensions of the FSM modeling approach, such as the utilization of Markov decision

processes (MDPs) to incorporate the stochastic nature of manufacturing operations

on the plant floor [5, 23].

However, even though model-based reasoning has been proposed as a potential

alternative to rule-based decision making, a full, detailed architecture for model-based

PAs has not been proposed. The work in [5, 23] leverages the belief-desire-intentions
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(BDI) architecture to build the model-based product agent. However, while an MDP

model of the manufacturing system capabilities and a planning algorithm for this

model are described, a full architecture (with models, decision making algorithms,

and communication components) that allows the product agent to gather knowledge,

schedule future actions, and request actions from RAs is not provided. The work

in [102–104] uses the reference architecture developed in [126] for the design of both

product and resource agents. The developed product agent architecture contains the

following modules: planning and strategy, knowledge base, resource module control,

and diagnosis. While a detailed description of the FSM model in the knowledge base

and a shortest-path based planning algorithm in the planning and strategy modules

is described in detail in [102, 104], only a high-level overview is provided for the

other components in this architecture. In addition, the work in [102–104] does not

describe the communication and information requirements that enable product agent

knowledge gathering in a dynamic manufacturing environment. Chapter III provides

a description of a full architecture for model-based PAs that fulfills the communication

and behavior requirements set in prior work, e.g., the architectures described in [29,

71,76,80,106,116,120,123]. The product agent architecture presented in Chapter III

incorporates models and algorithsm that allow the product agent to gather knowledge,

schedule future actions, and request actions from RAs.

In addition, there are limitations to the current modeling frameworks used by the

PA. For example, existing PA models encode the scheduling constraints of the PA

as hard constraints, i.e., these constraints cannot be violated or negotiated by the

PA. However, these scheduling constraints in a manufacturing system are sometimes

flexible and can be violated through negotiation with other agents in the system.

Current model-based PAs do not capture the negotiable actions, i.e., soft constraints,

in their planning and scheduling models. Therefore, Chapter V describes an extension

to existing environment models to capture the soft constraints in a manufacturing
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system.

2.2.c Product Agent Exploration

In existing multi-agent architectures, the PA gathers knowledge about the manu-

facturing environment either by utilizing a global view of the system or by querying

all of the system RAs.

A global view of system capabilities has been used to help PAs make decisions

in some agent architectures [55, 102, 104, 108]. In these works, a formal model of the

entire manufacturing environment is generated offline by a manufacturer or central

controller. This model is provided to the PA during initialization and is dynami-

cally updated when making planning decisions [55,108]. Effective implementations of

this type of exploration strategy can be found in [102, 104, 108]. While these imple-

mentations work well for the case studies provided in those works, this exploration

methodology becomes more computationally intensive as the manufacturing systems,

and the corresponding models, scale in size and complexity. In addition, the global

view models contain information that is not always used during PA decision mak-

ing. For example, these models may contain resources (e.g. robots and machines)

that are not necessary to finish the associated part’s production requirements, adding

unnecessary complexity for the PA’s planning and scheduling. Therefore, to enable

more efficient decision making, PA’s should use “local models” of the manufacturing

environment that are tailored to their production requirements.

Another method for PA exploration is to send operation requests to all RAs in

the system, as described in [111]. For example, in [50,66,125], the PAs contact all of

the RAs in a manufacturing system, allowing the RAs to formulate bids to respond

to PA desires. A downside of allowing the PA to contact all of the system RAs is the

large amount of communication overhead. Thus, architectures that utilize this type of

approach have to manually design a filter that prevents the PA from sending infeasible
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requests to the RAs. For example, in [66], material handling is ignored to limit the

amount of communication overhead. The PA sends a request only to the RAs that

control the resources in the same communication zone as the PA’s associated physical

part. The PA will not be able to find the RAs that are outside the communication

zone and, therefore, might not find all of the feasible sequences of actions that will

take the physical part to the next desired state.

Both exploration techniques run into problems for larger, more complex manu-

facturing systems. A single model for the entire system grows in storage space and

computational complexity, making it difficult to dynamically update all of the individ-

ual states and events. Similarly, the communication overhead necessary to negotiate

with all of the RAs increases in size and complexity if a PA tries to communicate

with all of the system RAs. However, the PA does not need to know about the status

of all of the system resources to make intelligent decisions. The need to store a single

model or to communicate with all of the system RAs can be prevented by leveraging

the structure of the manufacturing system. Therefore, Chapter IV proposes a tech-

nique that uses a connected network of RAs. The exploration technique described

in that chapter inherently incorporates dynamic changes to the system, improves PA

exploration efficiency, and removes unnecessary PA knowledge and communication

overhead.

2.2.d Product Agent Cooperation

During decision making, a PA must cooperate with other PAs and RAs in the

system. Specifically, when planning and scheduling future resource actions, a PA

must cooperate with both PAs and RAs to find a sequence of resource actions to

complete its associated part’s production requirements and not come into conflict

with other agents in the system.

To put existing PA cooperation strategies into context, the following definitions
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are provided for direct, indirect, passive, and active cooperation. Using the defini-

tion in [96], direct cooperation between two agents is defined as the utilization of a

one-to-one communication link between the agents for the exchange of information.

Indirect cooperation between two agents implies that agents pass information and

cooperate with each other through other agents or through the environment. Using

the general agent cooperation descriptions found in [64, 100], passively cooperating

agents are defined as a pair of agents that can only request actions that do not conflict

with decisions from other agents. On the other hand, actively cooperating agents can

identify conflicting actions and, through negotiation, find resolutions for these con-

flicts during decision making. Using these definitions, the cooperation used by PAs

in existing multi-agent architectures can be defined.

As shown in Fig. 2.1, PAs have to cooperate with other PAs (PA-PA cooperation)

or with RAs (PA-RA cooperation) in the system. PA-RA cooperation is often direct

and passive. PAs directly communicate to the RAs in the system. However, during

this direct communication, PAs can only request resource actions that fulfill the

scheduling constraints provided by the RA. Examples of this type of cooperation can

be found in most multi-agent frameworks for manufacturing systems [10,29,45,47,55,

58,104].

Most of the product agent to product agent (PA-PA) cooperation is indirect and

passive [10, 34, 45, 47, 58, 102, 108]. In these examples, a PA captures the plans of

other PAs in the system through information provided by another agent. For example,

when queried by a PA, RAs provide other PA schedules as scheduling constraints that

cannot be violated. These types of multi-agent architectures are usually first-come-

first-serve for the PAs in the system. Therefore, there is never direct communication

between PAs in the system and, as previously mentioned, there is no negotiation over

the scheduling constraints.

For these passive cooperation approaches, the PA is not always able to find a
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sequence of actions that satisfies all of the existing scheduling constraints and ac-

complishes its production goals. This limitation of the passive cooperation approach

reduces the flexibility of the PA and, in turn, reduces the flexibility and adaptabil-

ity of the multi-agent control strategy. Direct and active cooperation would allow a

PA to negotiate with agents when the PA identifies a conflicting event. This type

of cooperation provides more flexibility for the PA, allowing the agent to identify

previously infeasible solutions that more effectively achieve its goals and react to un-

expected disturbances. Chapter V proposes a framework to enable direct and active

cooperation for the product agent during planning and scheduling.
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CHAPTER III

Model-Based Architecture

This chapter presents the work published in [44,47] that proposes an architecture

for model-based product agents. As described in Section 2.2, a number of multi-agent

architectures have been proposed for the control of manufacturing systems. Most

of the existing literature on multi-agent control for manufacturing systems focuses

on the communication and behavior requirements for each agent, rather than the

development of decision-making strategies for each individual agent. As described in

Section 2.2.b, a few works focus on developing model-based PAs that use optimization

to make decisions. While these works provide high-level overviews of architectures

for model-based PAs, a comprehensive architecture that explicitly identifies all of the

models, interfaces, and algorithms to enable automatic model creation, autonomous

decision making, and adaptation to unexpected disturbances has not been previously

developed. This chapter provides such an architecture for model-based, adaptive

PAs that fulfills the existing communication and behavior requirements for intelligent

products.

The primary contributions of this chapter are: (1) the formulation of the in-

ternal components for a model-based product agent based, (2) the utilization of

optimization-based planning to schedule future resource actions, and (3) a demon-

stration of the PA behavior within a simulated manufacturing facility. The proposed
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adaptive PA autonomously makes intelligent decisions in an unknown manufacturing

environment and cooperates with existing resources to schedule and execute actions

to guide parts through the manufacturing system. Additionally, the architecture is

designed for integration and implementation into existing multi-agent controllers.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. A high-level overview of the PA is

presented in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 describes the desires, beliefs, and intentions of

the PA. The PA’s decision making and communication are discussed in Section 3.3. In

Section 3.4, a simulation case study with the proposed PA architecture is presented.

Concluding remarks are presented in Section 3.5.

3.1 Overview

An architecture for multi-agent, manufacturing controllers has been previously

developed for resource agents in the manufacturing system [65]. This RA architec-

ture contains a Communication Management component, a Decision Making mod-

ule, a World Model Repository, and a Low Level Interface. The RA architecture is

described in more detail and implemented in [102–104]. However, as described in

Chapter II, a number of the architecture components and communication require-

ments are not described in full detail. This chapter uses the high-level descriptions

for the resource agent Communication Management, Decision Making, and World

Model Repository modules from [65] to develop the components, models, algorithms,

and communication requirements for a product agent.

The proposed PA architecture consists of the following components: the Knowl-

edge Base, the Decision Maker, and the Communication Manager. The relationship

between these components is shown in Figure 3.1. The Knowledge Base contains

beliefs, desires, and intentions of the PA. The Communication Manager provides the

link between the PA and the RAs in the system. The Decision Maker integrates

the information from the Knowledge Base and the Communication Manager to make
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Figure 3.1: An abstracted software architecture for the product agent with general
descriptions of each component and the shared information.

decisions regarding action requests. The proposed PA architecture goes through the

following lifecycle:

1. Creation and goal initialization

2. Operation (i.e., exploration, planning, and execution)

3. Archiving

When the PA is created, the PA goals must be initialized to match the goals of the

associated physical part. These production goals include the manufacturing processes

to be completed. The goals are initialized by another intelligent agent or entity

(e.g., a Manufacturing Execution System or a human operator) that understands the
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requirements of the associated physical part for the specific manufacturing system.

Once initialized, the PA waits for an update regarding the initial state of the part.

The update comes from an RA that senses and identifies the associated physical part

and provides this information to the PA.

Once an RA sends a message to the PA about the initial state of the associated

physical part (e.g. the part has been moved to a certain location), the PA begins the

operation phase. During this phase, the PA takes initiative and cycles through the

following three tasks:

• Exploring the system: Query local RAs to understand if a manufacturing pro-

cess can be accomplished

• Planning: Find a sequence of desired resource actions and request appointments

for resource utilization

• Execution: Request desired events from RAs

The decision making process for choosing whether the PA should explore, plan, or

execute is described in Section 3.3.a. The specific details regarding each of the three

tasks are described in Sections 3.3.b to 3.3.d.

Finally, the PA is archived once it is removed from the manufacturing system. It

can be removed from the manufacturing system if all of the desired physical properties

in the process plan have been completed or if the PA decides that it cannot find a

feasible solution for the next step in the process plan.

A detailed implementation of the proposed PA architecture, including specific

components and component-to-component information exchange, is shown in Fig-

ure 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Nomenclature for the PA Knowledge Base

Desires
pd A desired physical property
Pd Process plan
RAexit Agent to remove part from the system
eexit Exit event to be queried

Beliefs
Mh The product history
Me The environment model
X A set of states of the physical part
x One state of the physical part
E Set of manufacturing system events
e One manufacturing system event
Tr State transition function
Prp Map of states to physical properties
Ag Map of events to the associated agent
xc Current state of the physical part
sh Sequence of past events for the part
Mete Set of mappings of events to metrics
T (e) Time duration of an event

Intentions
Plan The agent plan
sp The string of planned events
Tep Map of events to start and end times

3.2 Product Agent Knowledge Base

Intelligent agents must be able to perceive and respond to a changing environment

(reactivity), take initiative to achieve their individual goals (proactiveness), and in-

teract with other agents in the system (social ability) [128]. A number of functional

architectures have been proposed to design intelligent agents [107, 128]. One widely-

used functional architecture that has been used in various agent applications is the

belief-desire-intention (BDI) architecture [38]. The BDI architecture provides a mod-

ular framework to design intelligent agents based on the ideas behind human practical

reasoning [32]. The architecture proposes partitioning the agent’s information of the

surrounding environment (beliefs), the goals that the agent would like to achieve
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Figure 3.2: The full implementation of the product agent architecture. The com-
ponents of the Knowledge Base, Decision Maker, and Communication Manager are
identified. In addition, the figure illustrates the communication between each of the
components. The information transfer between the product agent and other agents
is also displayed.

(desires), and the plans that the agent creates (intentions) into separate modules.

Utilizing these modules, a decision making algorithm is built for the agent to intelli-

gently interact with the surrounding environment. In this work, a BDI framework is

used to develop the PA Knowledge Base.

The Knowledge Base is composed of the beliefs, desires, and intentions modules.

This section describes each of these modules in more detail. Table 3.1 provides the

nomenclature used in this section.
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3.2.a Desires

The desires represent the requirements for the associated physical part. As shown

in Figure 3.2, the PA desires include a process plan and an exit plan. The process

plan contains all of the desired manufacturing processes that must be performed on

the associated physical part as well as the locations that must be visited. The exit

plan contains the information that the PA uses to make the physical part leave the

manufacturing system. Both the process plan and exit plan can be accessed, but not

modified, by the Decision Director.

3.2.a.1 Process Plan

A process plan, Pd, is an ordered list of sets of desired physical properties. The

PA is responsible for requesting actions from the RAs that will help the physical part

attain these desired physical properties. A physical property can be a location in the

manufacturing system or a completed manufacturing process. Thus, the process plan

can be represented as the following ordered list:

Pd = (Pd1, Pd2, ...Pdn), where

Pd1 = {pd11, ..., pd1a}

Pd2 = {pd21, ..., pd2b}

...

Pdn = {pdn1}

where pd represents a desired physical property. In this representation, the sets of

physical properties are ordered. For example, the physical part must accomplish all

of the physical properties in the first set, Pd1, before trying to achieve the second set

of properties, Pd2. The physical properties in each set (e.g. pd11, ..., pd1a) can be done
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in any order. The final set of physical properties, {pdn1}, will usually represent the

final location for the physical part to leave the manufacturing system.

3.2.a.2 Exit Plan

The exit plan represents an alternative goal for the PA if the process plan cannot

be accomplished. The exit plan consists of the name of an agent, RAexit, and an

exiting event call, eexit. The PA should be able to request eexit from RAexit if it is

unable to find a feasible plan based on the explored environment. More information

regarding the decision to exit the system is discussed in Section 3.3.a.

3.2.b Beliefs

The beliefs represent the PA’s current understanding of the physical world. The

beliefs consist of the product history and an environment model. The product history

is the representation of the past and current states of the physical part. The environ-

ment model is an abstraction of the capabilities of the current local manufacturing

environment. Both the product history and the environment model are represented

via finite state machines [22]. The product history and environment models consist

of states that can be mapped to the physical properties of the associated part (e.g.

“Part at Storage,” “Part with Rounded Corners,” etc.) and events that represent

resource actions (e.g. “Move to Machine,” “Run Milling Program,” etc.). To build

and update both of these models, the fusion operation is utilized.

3.2.b.1 Product History

The product history contains information regarding the previous and current

states of the associated physical part. The product history model, Mh, is updated

based on information provided by the RAs through the PA’s execution components.

Mh is defined as the following tuple:
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Mh = (Xh, Eh, T rh, P rph, Agh, xc, sh), where

Xh = {x0, ..., xn}: a set of states of the physical part

Eh = {e0, ..., em}: a set of events

Trh : Xh × Eh → Xh: a state transition function

Prph : Xh → Px : a function that maps the state to its physical properties

Agh : Eh → RA: an one-to-one event-agent association function between each

event and the RA that performs that event

xc ∈ Xh: the current state of the physical part

sh = e0e1...el: a string (sequence of events) that represents events that have

occurred

3.2.b.2 Environment Model

The PA’s unique representation of the capabilities of the manufacturing system is

the environment model. Unlike the product history, which represents past states of the

physical part, the environment model represents the reachable states of the physical

part. The model of the local environment, Me, is constructed using the exploration

components of the architecture. The exploration components are discussed in detail

in Section 3.3.b. Me is updated as the physical part traverses the manufacturing

system using the PA execution components. More details regarding the execution

components are discussed in Section 3.3.d.

Me is defined as the following tuple:

Me = (Xe, Ee, T re, P rpe, Age,Mete, xc), where

Xe, Ee, T re, P rpe, Age, xc follow the definitions of the product history, Mh
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Mete = {f1, ..., fn}, where fi : E → R, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Mete is a set of functions

that map events to numerical metrics (e.g. time duration, quality, etc.)

Note that the time duration, T (e), is required to be one of the functions in Mete for

the PA’s planning components, as discussed in Section 3.3.c.

Both the product history and environment model are used by the PA to explore

the local environment, plan, and execute desired events in the manufacturing system.

3.2.b.3 Fusion Operation

A fusion operation [99] is used by the PA to update both the product history

and environment model. Given two tuples, M1 and M2, that contain the following

elements (X,E, Tr, Prp,Ag), the fusion operation performs the following steps to

create a new tuple, Mnew, in the following manner:

1. Remove all events from M2 that are part of M1, i.e. remove all e ∈ E2 from E2

if e ∈ E1

2. Perform the following fusion of M1 and M2:

X = X1 ∪X2: a union of all the possible states

E = E1 ∪ E2: a union of all of the events, with E1 ∩ E2 = ∅

Tr :


Tr1(x, e) if x ∈ X1 and e ∈ E1

Tr2(x, e) if x ∈ X2 and e ∈ E2

Prp :


Prp1(x) if x ∈ X1

Prp2(x) if x ∈ X2

Ag :


Ag1(e) if e ∈ E1

Ag2(e) if e ∈ E2
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Output the new tuple: Mnew = (X,E, Tr, Prp,Ag).

The fusion operation is utilized during PA exploration and execution. During

exploration, the fusion operation is used to combine bids from RAs to create the

environment model. A description of the exploration methodology and an algorithm

for the fusion operation for exploration is provided in Chapter IV and briefly described

in Section 3.3.b. During execution, this operation is used to incorporate information

about the state of the physical part into the PA’s product history, as described in

Section 3.3.d.

Note that if the common event between the two tuples, e ∈ E1 ∩ E2, then Tr,

Prp, and Ag in Mnew are all obtained from M1. From a practical implementation

perspective, the PA should not obtain two tuples with the following properties: e ∈

E1 ∩ E2 and Tr1(x, e) 6= Tr2(x, e) or Ag1(e) 6= Ag2(e). This occurrence signifies that

there is mismatching information provided to the PA. However, to ensure autonomous

decision making, the proposed architecture will set the more recently provided tuple

as M1 to capture the latest available information in Mnew.

3.2.c Intentions

The intentions of the PA are represented using a plan. The plan consists of a

sequence of events that the PA has scheduled based on its desires and beliefs. It is

defined as follows:

Plan = (sp, Agp, T ep), where

sp = e0, ..., en: the planned string (sequence of events)

Agp : Ep → RA: the event-agent association function

Tep : Ep → (R+,R+): a function that maps events to start and end times

Note that the start and end times in the agent plan are based on a clock that is

available to all of the agents in the system.
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This plan is constructed using the planning components of the PA architecture.

Following its construction, it is utilized by the PA’s execution components to request

specific events from the RAs. More information regarding plan construction and

utilization can be found in Sections 3.3.c and 3.3.d, respectively.

3.3 Product Agent Intelligence

The decision making and communication aspects of the PA are described in this

section. Section 3.3.a describes how the Decision Director decides whether to explore

the surrounding environment, make plans based on its beliefs, or start requesting

actions from RAs. Sections 3.3.b through 3.3.d go into more detail on how each of

the three tasks (exploration, planning, and execution) are performed using the com-

ponents of the architecture (i.e. Knowledge Base, Decision Maker, Communication

Manager).

3.3.a Decision Director

The Decision Director is responsible for making high-level decisions regarding

whether the PA should explore, plan, or execute based on its current information.

Figure 3.3 shows the decision flow chart for the Decision Director

The Decision Director’s process begins when a new plan is requested by the Ac-

tion Request Manager. The request for a new plan can occur when the PA is first

created (since there is no initial plan), finishes the current plan, or is notified of

an unplanned event. More information regarding each of those possibilities is dis-

cussed in Section 3.3.d. Once this request is received, the Decision Director starts PA

exploration.

The PA finishes exploring when the Decision Director receives a new environment

model, Me,new, or the exploration takes too long to conclude. If Me,new is empty (i.e.

no set of RAs are able to take the associated physical part to a desired state) or the
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Figure 3.3: The flowchart showing how the Decision Director chooses whether to
explore, plan, or execute.

exploration timeout is reached, the PA will request to remove the associated physical

part from the manufacturing system. This exit strategy is executed by sending the

exit plan to the PA’s Action Request Manager. If an exit strategy is not employed,

the Decision Director starts PA planning.

Similar to exploration, the PA stops planning when the Decision Director receives

a new agent plan, Plannew, or reaches a planning timeout. If Plannew is empty (i.e. a

feasible plan was not obtained) or the planning timeout is reached, the exit strategy
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) shows the architecture components utilized during exploration. (b)
displays the sequence diagram for exploration. When the product history and set of
desired physical properties are sent to the Bid Manager (1), the PA starts to query
(2a, 2b) and obtain bids from the local RAs (3a, 3b). Once the PA is satisfied with
the number of bids, a new environment model is created and updated (4).

is executed. Otherwise, the Decision Director starts PA execution, requesting events

from RAs. Thus, if RAs keep updating the PA regarding the states of the associated

physical part, the Decision Director will either find a new plan or force the physical

part to exit the system.

3.3.b Exploration

The goal of PA exploration is to obtain an up-to-date environment model of the

local manufacturing system through communication with various RAs. The proposed

PA architecture utilizes a novel bidding process to obtain the environment model. As

shown in Figure 3.4a, the PA leverages the product history and process plan to send

a call for bids to the RAs, which are then synthesized into the environment model.
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Algorithm 1 Finding A Set of Incomplete, Desired Physical Properties

Input: Pd, T rh, P rph, xc, sh
Output: Pn
Initialize: Flag = False,Xcheck = (xc)
1: // Obtain the states that have been visited by the PA:
2: for all e ∈ sh do
3: Add Trh(e) to Xcheck in sequential order
4: end for
5: // Populate Pn:
6: for all Pdi ∈ Pd do
7: Find the first instance of a sequence of states,
8: Xd = x0x1... ∈ Xcheck, that satisfies:
9: ∀pdi,s ∈ Pdi,s,∃x ∈ Xd, s.t. pdi = Prph(x)
10: where Pdi,s ⊆ Pdi is the largest possible subset that satisfies the above condition

11: if Pdi,s ⊂ Pdi then
12: Add incomplete, desired physical properties, p, to Pn that satisfy p ∈ Pdi\Pdi,s

13: return Pn
14: else
15: Remove Xd from Xcheck

16: end if
17: end for

The sequence of steps for exploration is illustrated in Figure 3.4b.

3.3.b.1 Start of Exploration

The first step in exploration is to obtain the set of desired physical properties that

have yet to be achieved, Pn. Algorithm 1 shows how the PA obtains Pn by comparing

its process plan (Pd) to components of its product history (Trh, P rph, xc, sh). Once

Pn is calculated, the Decision Director can send Pn and the product history, Mh, to

the Bid Manager.

3.3.b.2 Sending Out a Bid Request

The Bid Manager is responsible for formulating and sending the bid requests to

the Bid Translator. A bid request consists of:
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PA: the PA requesting for bids

xc: current state of the associated physical part

Pn: PA’s set of incomplete, desired physical properties

tbound: PA’s maximum allowable time to complete Pn

where xc is obtained from Mh and tbound is set by the Bid Manager. tbound represents

the longest time that a set of RAs will be allowed to finish Pn.

In addition to the bid request, the Bid Manager must also provide a primary agent

to contact, Ac, to the Bid Translator. Ac is responsible for starting the coordination

of the RAs. Previous architectures have utilized a bidding supervisor [17] or one of

the RAs in a system [125] for RA coordination. For the proposed architecture, the

PA contacts the last RA in its product history, Ac = Agh(el), where el is the final

event of sh in Mh.

Once the Bid Translator receives a bid request and Ac, it sends out the bid request

to the Ac, starting the RA’s bid formulation process. The Bid Translator will wait

for a certain period of time, ttimeout, for bids to come in.

3.3.b.3 RA Bid Formulation

A bid represents how a set of RAs can take the physical product from its cur-

rent state to a state with desired physical properties. A bid is defined as Bid =

(Xb, Eb, T rb, P rpb, Agb, (Mete)b, xc). Each of those elements has the same definition

as the environment model described in Section 3.2.b.2.

The coordination of bids is left to the RAs in the multi-agent architecture. Chap-

ter IV presents a method to explore the system efficiently. In this section, a brief

overview of the exploration methodology from Chapter IV is provided.

The proposed framework for coordinating bids is through the propagation of bids

to “neighboring RAs.” In this framework, an RA finds a neighbor, updates all ele-
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ments of the bid, and passes the bid request and an updated bid to the neighbor. A

neighboring RA is a resource that has access to the same state of the physical part.

For example, a material handling RA (e.g. robot RA) and a manufacturing machine

RA (e.g. mill RA) are neighbors if the material handling resource can move the phys-

ical part to/from the manufacturing machine. Once a neighbor is found, the RA will

update the elements of the Bid based on its own capabilities. The events and states

of the Bid are updated only if they are within the tbound from xc. If the neighbor

RA can be reached within the tbound constraint, the RA passes the bid request and

the bid to this neighbor. This process continues until all of the RAs in the tbound

are contacted. During this time, if an RA can accomplish Pn, that RA contacts the

requesting PA and submits the full bid representing the capabilities of a set of RAs.

3.3.b.4 PA’s Synthesis of RA Bids

The Bid Translator passes a submitted bid to the Bid Manager. Once ttimeout is

reached, the Bid Manager decides if there are enough satisfactory bids. The number

of satisfactory bids is a tunable parameter defined during PA creation (e.g. the Bid

Manager needs at least 1 or 2 bids, the Bid Manager needs bids from 10 different

agents, etc.). If the Bid Manager is satisfied with the number of bids, it compiles

these bids into a new environment model, Me,new. Me,new is compiled by iteratively

performing the fusion operation described in Section 3.2.b.3 to combine all of the

bids (i.e. first two bids are fused to create Me,new, the third bid is fused with Me,new,

etc.). Note that to prevent any potential mismatch in information, as described in

Section 3.2.b.3, the bids should be ordered in the reverse order that they were received

in, i.e. the first bid should be the most recently received one and the last bid should

be the first bid received. The final Me,new is then sent to the Decision Director.

If there are not enough satisfactory bids obtained by the Bid Manager, it can

start to increase the number of RAs to contact by increasing the tbound. The Bid
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Figure 3.5: An example of the exploration of a PA in a manufacturing system with
Autonomous Guided Vehicles (AGV) and multiple manufacturing machines. Note
that tbound includes both the transportation time and manufacturing operation time.

Manager can increase tbound until a maximum limit, tmax, is reached. If there are no

bids submitted when tbound = tmax, the Bid Manager will send an empty Me,new to

the Decision Director. This signifies that the exploration process was unable to find

a set of RAs that can perform the set of incomplete, desired physical properties.

3.3.b.5 Exploration Example

An example scenario of PA exploration is shown in Figure 3.5. In this scenario, the

PA’s associated physical part is located on an Autonomous Guided Vehicle (AGV)

in a manufacturing system containing various machines (M1, M2, etc.). M1 and M2

are part of the current “local neighborhood” of the PA. M3 and M4 can be added to

the “local neighborhood” if tbound is increased. The bid request from this particular

PA cannot reach M5 or M6 as they fall outside tmax (i.e. the largest possible tbound).

If a bid request is sent out in the current configuration, then an RA bid may contain

information from the AGV, M1, and/or M2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.6: (a) shows the architecture components for planning. (b) displays the
planning sequence diagram. Once the environment model, desired physical properties,
and old plan are passed to the Planning Manager (1), a new plan is formulated. After
the Planning Manager identifies events to schedule (2), the Scheduling Translator
contacts various RAs (3). When all of the RAs have been contacted, the new plan is
passed to the Decision Director (4). (c) provides the sequence diagram for re-planning.
When an RA wants to reschedule an event, the Planning Manager is contacted (5a,
5b) and a new Plan is requested (6).

3.3.c Planning

The PA’s planning components, shown in Figure 3.6a, create plans for the PA

using the process plan and the environment model. The PA planning and re-planning

sequences are shown in Figure 3.6b and Figure 3.6c, respectively.

3.3.c.1 Plan Formulation

After the Decision Director obtains Pn using Algorithm 1, it sends Pn, Me, and

the current plan to the Planning Manager. The Planning Manager uses Pn to mark

states in Me. The set of marked states, Xd, is:
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Xd := {x : x ∈ Xe and Prp(x) ∈ Pn}

where Xe is the set of states of Me and Prp is the function that maps a state to its

physical properties.

Utilizing the updated Me, the following multi-objective, event planning optimiza-

tion problem can be formulated to find the set of events that need to be scheduled:

s∗ ∈ arg min
sk

|sk|∑
i=1

α1f1(eki),

|sk|∑
i=1

α2f2(eki), ... (3.1)

s.t. fi ∈Mete and αi ∈ {−1, 0, 1}

ek0ek1...ekn = sk

x0 = xc and xi+1 = Tr(xi, ei), for 1 ≤ i ≤ n

Xd ⊆ {xi : 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1}

where s∗ is the desired string (sequence of events) that starts at the physical part’s

current location and visits all x ∈ Xd. The PA will find the strings that maximize (α =

−1), ignore (α = 0), or minimize (α = 1) functions from Mete of the environment

model.

To solve Eq. 3.1, the event planning optimization problem, an appropriate opti-

mization algorithm must be used. In Section 3.4, the product agent transforms the

multi-objective optimization problem into a weighted single-objective problem and

uses Dijkstra’s shortest path [26] to find a solution. Since the RAs only return bids

to the PA if a feasible path for the associated part can be found (see Section 3.3.b

and Chapter IV), a solution to the shortest path, weighted single-objective problem

will always be feasible. A complexity analysis for a similar environment model and

shortest path algorithm can be found in [104]. The results in [104] show that there is

a need to reduce the complexity of the problem to allow the product agent to make

timely decisions. As described in Section 3.3.b and Chapter IV, this reduction in
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complexity can be accomplished by developing an efficient exploration methodology.

In addition, note that, as part of the proposed product agent architecture, a time-out

for the running time of the the optimization algorithm is required to prevent the PA

from stalling during planning. If a time-out of the optimization is reached and an s∗

is not found, an empty Plannew is sent to the Decision Director.

Note that the optimization problem in Eq. 3.1 is a local optimization problem for

the system. The solution to Eq. 3.1 depends on the individual goals of the product

agent and the local environment model built through the exploration methodology

proposed in Section 3.3.b and described in detail in Chapter IV. While the solution to

the problem is a local optimum, the case studies described in Section 3.4 show that the

local solutions found by the PAs will drive the global behavior of the system to finish

manufacturing the parts in a timely manner. Future work will look at understanding

the difference in system performance when decisions are made by individual agents

with a local view of the system and when decisions are made by a centralized controller

with a global view of the system.

If s∗ = e0e1...em...em+n is found, the Planning Manager compiles a new agent

plan, Plannew = (spn , Agpn , T epn), with each component defined similarly to the PA’s

Plan. Each component is obtained in the following manner:

spn = e0e1...em

Agpn(ei) = Age(ei), where 0 ≤ i ≤ m

Tepn(ei) =
(
T (e0) + T (e1) + ...+ T (ei−1),

T (e0) + ...+ T (ei−1) + T (ei) + ε
)

, where 0 ≤ i ≤ m

The agent association function, Age, and event time duration, T , are obtained from

the environment model. ε is a small amount of time added to the plan to allow for

small changes in the time duration of ei. Note that the length of spn , a substring of
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s∗, defines how long into the future the PA will plan events. After Plannew, the PA

begins to communicate with the RAs to schedule these events.

3.3.c.2 Event Scheduling

First, the Planning Manager collects any future events from the current plan,

Plan, by computing the set:

Er = {ei | Tep,1(ei) > tcurrent, ∀e ∈ sp, sp ∈ Plan}

where Tep,1(e) is the start time of the event and tcurrent is the current time. Us-

ing this information, the Planning Manager sends to the Scheduling Translator each

future event that needs to be removed, er ∈ Er, the RA that performs the event,

Agpn(er), and the event’s time duration, Tepn(er). The Scheduling Translator uses

this information to contact the corresponding RA to remove er from its schedule. By

removing scheduled events, an RA can use its previously booked time for other tasks

(e.g. schedule other PAs or maintenance activities).

After removing all of the future events from Plan, the Planning Manager schedules

the events in Plannew with the RAs. For each es ∈ spn , the Planning Manager sends

to the Scheduling Translator the event, the RA that performs the event, Agpn(es),

and the time duration of that event, Tepn(es). The Scheduling Translator uses this

information to contact the corresponding RA to add es to each RA’s schedule.

Finally, the Planning Manager sends Plannew to the Decision Director to update

the PA’s plans. Once it receives Plannew, the Decision Director updates the existing

plan with Plannew.

3.3.c.3 Re-planning Based on RA Information

The Scheduling Translator is also responsible for listening to rescheduling requests

from the RAs. A rescheduling request is sent to the PA if the RA can not accomplish

a scheduled action due to some unforeseen change in the manufacturing environment
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: (a) displays the architecture components involved in execution. (b) shows
the sequence diagram for execution. RA information regarding states of the physical
part is passed to the Decision Director (1a, 1b, 1c). If an unexpected event occurs,
the Action Request Manager requests (2) and receives (3) a new plan. Once the PA
has a feasible plan, the PA continues to request actions from the RAs (4a,4b).

(e.g. unexpected machine malfunction). Once notified by the RA, the Scheduling

Translator sends the event to reschedule, ers, to the Planning Manager. The Planning

Manager requests information that is necessary to start the planning sequence shown

in Figure 3.6b. Afterwards, the PA starts to follow the same planning methodology

as described previously in this section. However, when computing s∗ in Eq. 3.1, the

Planning Manager adds a constraint, ers 6∈ s∗, in the optimization problem to ensure

that a new plan is found.

3.3.d Execution

The PA execution components, shown in Figure 3.7a, receive RA information

regarding completed events in the manufacturing system and send event execution

requests to the RAs. The sequence of events for the execution process is shown in
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Figure 3.7b.

The execution process starts when one of the RAs informs the PA of an event that

occurred in the physical system by sending a manufacturing system output, Mo, to

the Event Translator. The system output, Mo = (Xo, Eo, T ro, P rpo, Ago, xc,o, so), is

defined similarly to the product history of the PA. After being informed about Mo,

the Event Translator passes Mo to the Action Request Manager.

The Action Request Manager checks Mo to see if the product agent is still following

the desired plan. The Action Request Manager obtains the last event, eol, from the

system output’s string of occurred events, so. Then, using each of the components of

Plan, (i.e. sp, Agp, Tep), the Action Request Manager performs the following actions:

1. The planned start and end times of eol are checked against the current time

using Tep(eol)

2. The next desired event, ed, is obtained from the string of planned events, sp

3. The start time of the next desired event is calculated using Tep(ed)

4. ed and the RA associated with the event, Agp(ed), are sent to the Event Trans-

lator once the start time is reached

Once the Event Translator receives ed and Agp(ed), a request is sent to Agp(ed)

asking for ed.

Note that the Action Request Manager will request a new plan from the Decision

Director if:

• The last event was not planned, eol 6∈ sp

• The current time did not fall between the planned start and end times of eol

• There is no next desired event, ed (i.e. the current plan is finished)
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Table 3.2: Manufacturing processes times for each station

Process Number Process Time
P1 (Diffusion) 150 ticks/lot
P2 (Ion Implementation) 60 ticks/lot
P3 (Lithography) 110 ticks/lot
P4 (Ion Implementation) 100 ticks/lot
P5 (Diffusion) 170 ticks/lot
P6 (Lithography) 20 ticks/lot

In addition to determining the next desired event, the Decision Director updates

the product history and environment model in the Knowledge Base using the system

output. The Decision Director performs the fusion operation, described in Section

3.2.b, on the X,E, Tr, Prp, and Ag components of Mh and Mo to obtain a new Mh.

Additionally, the following components of Mh are also updated:

xc = xc,o, where xc,o is obtained from the Mo

sh = shso, where so is appended to the end of sh

The current state, xc, of the environment model, Me, is similarly updated using xc,o.

3.4 Case Studies

To test the feasibility and performance of the PA architecture, a simulation of

a manufacturing system under multi-agent control1 was evaluated. In this section,

the set-up of the system and the PA are described and the results from various case

studies of the PA are provided.

3.4.a Case-study set-up

The Repast Symphony (RepastS) platform [91] can be used to model and simu-

late the behavior of manufacturing systems that are controlled via multi-agent strate-

1https://github.com/ikovalenko92/SemiconductorSimulation
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Figure 3.8: The set-up for the model-based PA simulation case studies.

gies [8]. Due to the high modeling power of the Repast environment [74], this plat-

form was chosen to simulate the complex behavior of manufacturing systems. In this

work, the RepastS software was used to create a scaled-up version of the Intel Mini-

Fab [130], a semiconductor manufacturing facility. The simulated facility contains 20

stations that are connected via a network of 9 material handling robots, as shown in

Figure 3.8. Buffers without size constraints are placed between each of the robots.

Similar, infinite-sized buffers are placed at each of the machining stations. The robots

take around 2-5 ticks (RepastS unit of time) to move the lots between the various

buffers.

Each robot, machine, and buffer has an RA that makes high-level control decisions

for its associated resource. Each RA is able to satisfy all of the communication (i.e.

exploration, planning, and execution) requests of the PA. The RAs have a schedule

that keep track of the scheduling request of the PAs. If necessary, the RAs relay

information regarding any scheduling or execution conflicts back to the PA.

Wafer lots are deposited at the facility via the entrance. After completing a set

of desired production steps, the lots leave the facility through the exit, as shown in
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Figure 3.9: Figures (a)-(c) represent the behavior of the PAs for Case Studies (1)-(3).
Larger nodes (red circles and blue squares) represent longer times that the PAs spent
at that location. Similarly, thicker edges (grey lines) represent the number of times
that the particular path was taken for the completed parts. The two, independent
scale factors (for node size and edge thickness) are the same across all three cases.

Figure 3.8. There are six different processes (P1-P6) that are provided by the ma-

chines in this facility. The specific process times and stations are shown in Table 3.2.

The order of the manufacturing processes depends on the lot type, as described in

the following separate case-studies.

3.4.b Product Agent Architecture Implementation

A product agent is created when a lot enters the manufacturing facility. Once the

PA is created, its process plan is initialized by providing an ordered set of manufac-

turing system processes that the lot must accomplish. In addition, an exit plan is

generated to enable the lot to exit the production system under specified conditions.
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The product history and environment model are created using a custom, weighted,

directed graph from the Java Universal Network/Graph (JUNG) Framework [94].

Initially, the product history only contains the location of the lot at the entrance and

the environment model is empty. In addition, an empty agent plan is created using

a customized Java class. The beliefs and intentions of the PA are updated as the PA

explores, plans, and executes actions in the simulated environment.

Once the PA is initialized, it begins the operation phase. In this phase, the Deci-

sion Director cycles through exploring the system, planning, and executing actions.

The Decision Director sets the exploration and planning time-out times to 1 tick.

Note that for non-simulated testbeds, the time-outs need to be tuned through exper-

imentation. For example, for the myJoghurt testbed described in Chapter VI, the

time-out time 150 ms and 50 ms for exploration and planning, respectively.

During exploration, the initial tbound is set to 300 ticks and the tmax is set to 10000

ticks. tbound is increased by 500 ticks until the PA receives a set of feasible Resource

Agents that can take the lot to the next desired physical property or tbound reaches

tmax. The PA combines the bids from the RAs to update the environment model.

During planning, the PA minimizes the amount of time that it will take for the

lot to arrive at the next desired manufacturing process. For this problem, the PA

applies Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm with event times as edge weights [26] to

find the shortest path between the PA’s current state and a desired state. Using

the shortest path, the PA constructs a plan of events (maximum of 20) and schedules

these events with the associated RAs. After the plan is constructed, the PA continues

its execution steps.

3.4.c Case-studies for the PA architecture

In this section, the results from three case studies of the PA architecture are

described in detail. The results from the case studies are shown in Figure 3.9.
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3.4.c.1 One Lot Type, Fully Functioning System

Case study 1 demonstrates the production paths of the PAs through the simulated

system. The study considers 150 wafer lots entering the system every 200 ticks. The

initialized process plan, Pd0, is P1 → P2 → P3 → P4 → P5 → P6.

The case study was performed five times. On average, 135.4 lots were produced

by the system and 14.6 exited the system without finishing. The average flow time

for the completed parts was around 1700 ticks/part. Fig 3.9a shows the decisions

that were made by the PAs as they traversed the simulated semiconductor fab. Most

of the wait times for the PAs are due to waiting on the robots to move them between

the various points in the system, as illustrated by the larger red circles in Figure 3.9a.

3.4.c.2 One Lot Type, Two Machines Breakdown

Case study 2 demonstrates the production paths of the PAs through a manufac-

turing system with machine breakdowns. The number of lots, the frequency of lots,

and the initialized process plan are the same as case study 1. In this case study,

two lithography stations are taken down 2000 ticks into the simulation. As shown

in Fig 3.9b, the PAs chose not to go to the broken down resource based on RA in-

formation. The PAs autonomously chose to visit different stations to complete their

process plans.

The case study was performed five times in the simulated environment. On aver-

age, 134.6 lots were produced by the system and 15.4 exited the system. The average

flow time for the completed parts was around 2500 ticks/part. While the PA archi-

tecture was able to produce around the same number of finished parts, the amount

of time taken to produce the parts was significantly longer.
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3.4.c.3 Three Lot Types, Fully Functioning System

Case study 3 demonstrates the production paths of PAs with various process plans.

The number of lots and the frequency of lots are the same as case studies 1 and 2.

Two other process plans, from [130], are introduced into the system. The first new

process plan, Pd1, is P2 → P1 → P3 → P5 → P4 → P6. The second new process

plan, Pd2, is P4 → P5 → P6 → P1 → P2 → P3. For new lots, the initialization of

process plans alternates between Pd0, Pd1, and Pd2. Thus, each process plan should

be followed by 50 different lots.

Similarly, the case study was performed five times in the simulated environment.

On average, PAs initialized with Pd0 completed 42.8 and exited 7.2 lots, PAs initialized

with Pd1 completed 40.6 and exited 9.4 lots, and PAs initialized with Pd2 completed

44.6 and exited 5.4 lots. The average flow time for the completed parts was around

1800 ticks/part. Thus, the PA architecture was able to follow each of the process

plans and adapt to different process plan sequences.

3.4.d Insights from Case Studies

The case studies presented in this section showcase the feasibility of using a model-

based, adaptive PA to drive the behavior of products in a multi-agent manufacturing

system. Each individual PA was able to systematically construct an environment

model of the system that contains the starting location of the product, the capabili-

ties of individual resources, and the most up-to-date schedule of each resource. The

environment model, combined with the PA’s process plan, product history, and inten-

tions, was used to make an individually optimized decision. In most cases, these types

of model-based, goal-based software architectures allow for greater agent flexibility

and scalability to larger systems when compared to rule-based architectures [107].

In the case studies, the goal of every PA was to minimize the time spent in the

system, while completing all of the events in its process plan. However, information
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regarding other factors, such as product quality or energy expenditure of the system,

can be incorporated into the model. Note that different, individualized objectives

(e.g. minimizing energy usage, meeting production deadlines, etc.) can be integrated

in the PA optimization function.

Additionally, the inclusion of the exit plan in the proposed PA guarantees that

all of the PAs either complete their process plan or exit the system. Due to the

modularity of the software architecture, the bounds on the PA exploration, and the

use of the Decision Maker’s time-outs, a PA’s associated physical part will not occupy

a single resource for an unreasonable amount of time. This property of the PA software

architecture is beneficial if the PA is unable to adapt to an unexpected occurrence or

a conflict in the system, as observed in each of the case studies.

The RepastS case studies show that a model-based PA can be used for manufac-

turing systems. However, to implement the PA in a physical manufacturing system,

an agent-based developmental platform should be used [49]. The PAs would com-

municate with other agents using existing communication protocols. An example

platform to incorporate the model-based PAs into existing multi-agent manufactur-

ing implementations is the Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) [3, 60].

3.5 Conclusions

Manufacturing system flexibility can be improved through the utilization of multi-

agent control strategies. One important component of a multi-agent controller for

manufacturing systems is the product agent. In this chapter, the design and test-

ing of a software product agent architecture that uses a model-based optimization

approach is presented. The proposed product agent contains a Knowledge Base,

Decision Maker, and Communication Manager. These components are used by the

product agent to explore the capabilities of surrounding resources, formulate plans

based on this knowledge, and request actions to be taken by various resources based
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on the production goals of its associated physical part. This product agent soft-

ware architecture can be used to create customized products and guide parts through

dynamically changing manufacturing systems. These product agent capabilities are

showcased in a simulated semiconductor manufacturing environment.
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CHAPTER IV

Dynamic Exploration

This chapter presents the work published in [45] that proposes a methodology

for dynamic resource agent task negotiation to enable product agent exploration. As

described in Chapter III, a PA is tasked with making various intelligent decisions,

such as requesting an RA to execute a manufacturing process or to schedule future

operations. Prior to making this decision, a PA must understand the state of the

physical part and the capabilities of the surrounding resources. Thus, the PA should

be able to dynamically explore the capabilities of the manufacturing environment

through communication with the RAs and build an environment model. As described

in Section 2.2.c, PA exploration in existing architectures is accomplished by either

supplying the PA with a holistic view of system capabilities or by allowing the PA to

query all of the system RAs. Both of these techniques provide the PA with too much

information, either creating unnecessary communication overhead or populating the

PA knowledge base with extraneous information. Therefore, the primary contribution

of this chapter is a novel methodology to enable PA exploration based on a dynamic

network of RAs. In the proposed methodology, RAs are able to coordinate and form

teams to enable efficient PA exploration.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 provides the set-up

for the new PA exploration technique. Section 4.2 explains how a network of RAs
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can enable PA exploration and Section 4.3 provides attributes of this exploration

approach. Conclusions are stated in Section 4.4.

4.1 Multi-agent Architecture

In this section, the resource agent and product agent knowledge needed for explo-

ration via a dynamic resource network is described. The structures used by the PAs

and RAs for communication are provided.

4.1.a Resource Agent Knowledge

To utilize the proposed PA exploration, RAs are provided a model of their capa-

bilities and the states that are shared with neighboring RAs.

4.1.a.1 Capabilities Model

A finite state-machine can be used by an RA to represent its resource capabili-

ties [104]. To enable effective communication and cooperation, a resource capabilities

model for one RA is defined similarly to the PA environment model in Chapter III.

The resource capabilities model is defined as the following tuple:

M = (X,E, Tr, Prpp, P rpnp, T, Tc, xi, Xm), where:

X = {x0, ..., xn}: a set of states that can be achieved by any physical part

utilizing the resource

E = {e0, ..., el}: a set of events that the RA can trigger that correspond to

processes in the physical system

Tr : X × E → X: a state transition function

Prpp : X → Pp : a function that maps states to Pp, which is the set of physical

properties that represent a change in the physical composition of the part
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Prpnp : X → Pnp : a function that maps states to Pnp, which is the set of

physical properties that represent no changes to the physical composition of the

part

T : E → R+ : the time it takes for the event to occur

Tc : E → Sce : the current schedule for each event

xi ∈ X : an initial state (updated for every bid request)

Xm ⊆ X : a set of marked states (updated for every bid request)

Events can be logistic or manufacturing operations [31]. An example element of Prpp

is an addition of a feature to a part [7]. Example elements of Prpnp are the location

and orientation of a part. Sce = {(t0, t1), (t2, t3), ..., (tk−1, tk)} represents times when

a resource is available for event e, with 0 ≤ t0 < t1 < t2 < ... < tk. Thus, the event

can be scheduled between t0 and t1, between t2 and t3, etc.

This capabilities model is constantly updated as the RA receives information from

the resources on the shop floor (e.g., sensor data that identifies a new state for the

physical part) and other agents in the system. T is updated based on the RA’s

estimation of event duration. The estimation can be improved with data from the

manufacturing system. Sce is updated as PAs and other agents request to use the

associated resource. Note that xi and Xm are updated based on an incoming bid

request, as described in Section 4.2.b.

4.1.a.2 Neighboring RAs

For cooperation with other RAs, each RA is provided the states, Xs ∈ X, shared

between itself and other resources. Note that shared states have to be a part of

the RA’s capabilities model. For example, a machine RA and a material handling

RA might share a state with one physical property: the drop-off location inside the
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Table 4.1: Resource agent knowledge model example.

X {“At mill1”, “Milled pocket”}
E {“Mill pocket”, “Set for pickup”}
Tr Tr(“At mill1”, “Mill pocket”) = “Milled pocket”

Tr(“Milled pocket”, “Set for pickup”) = “At mill1”
Prpp Prpp(“At mill1”) = ∅,

P rpp(“Milled pocket”) = {(pocket, 5x5x2 cm, ...)}
Prpnp Prpnp(“At mill1”) = Prpnp(“Milled pocket”) = {(mill1)}
T T (“Mill pocket”) = 120 sec, T (“Set for pickup”) = 5 sec
Tc Tc(“Mill pocket”) = {(0,120),(500,620)},

Tc(“Set for pickup”) = {(120,125),(620,625)}
N N(“At mill1”) = {Robot1 Agent,Robot2 Agent}

machine. Each RA stores this information in a table that relates the shared states to

specific RAs, N : Xs → 2RA, where 2RA denotes a power set of RA and RA is the set

all resource agents in the system. All of the RAs in that table, RAneigh = {N(x) :

x ∈ Xs}, are the neighboring RAs.

4.1.a.3 Resource Agent Knowledge Example

An example description of a resource capabilities model for a mill is provided

in Table 4.1. In this scenario, the mill has pocket milling capabilities and has two

neighboring robots, which pick up finished parts and place new parts into the mill.

4.1.b Product Agent Knowledge

The PA contains a process plan and product history, as described in Chapter III.

The process plan is provided during PA initialization. As for the product history, the

PA keeps track of actions that affect the physical part through communication with

RAs.
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4.1.b.1 Process Plan

The process plan is a representation of a customer order, defined as the following

ordered list: Pd = (P1, P2, ...Pn), where P1 = {p11, ..., p1a}, P2 = {p21, ..., p2b}, ...,

Pn = {pn1, ..., pnm} and p represents a desired physical property. The desired physical

property can be a feature added to a part or a specific location in the manufacturing

system, i.e. p ∈ Pp ∪ Pnp. In the process plan, all of the physical properties in a prior

set must be complete before trying to accomplish a new set of properties. For example,

all of the properties in P1 and P2 must be completed before trying to accomplish P3

properties. The goal of the PA is to request actions from RAs that will enable the

physical part to accomplish the entire process plan.

4.1.b.2 Product History

The product history is a representation of the current state of the associated

physical part. The product history is defined as: PH = (Xv, P rpv, RAc), where

Xv = x0, x1, ..., xm is a sequence of achieved states, Prpv =: Xv → Pp∪Pnp is a set of

completed physical properties, and RAc is the last RA to inform the PA of a visited

state. To keep the PA informed, the RAs match each part to an associated PA via

auto-identification technology [79] (e.g. Radio-frequency identification tags). Then,

as a resource performs actions on a part, the associated RA sends information to the

identified PA to update Xv, Prpv, and RAc.

4.1.c Agent Communication

The two structures used for agent communication are bid requests and bids. PAs

use the bid request to start the exploration process and receive bids from RAs. In the

proposed methodology, the PAs can send multiple bid requests with different desired

physical properties to the RAs. As described in Section 4.2, the bids and bid requests

are used by the RAs to enable task negotiation and by the PAs to formulate a better
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the agent communication when the network of RAs is
used for PA exploration.

understanding of the local manufacturing environment.

4.1.c.1 Bid request

A bid request is defined as BR = (PA, xc, Pid, tbound), where PA is the requesting

PA, xc is a starting state, Pid is a set of incomplete, desired physical properties and

tbound: the maximum allowable time to complete Pid.

4.1.c.2 Bid

The bid is defined as: Bid = (Stre, Strx, Agh, P rpp, P rppn, T, Tc), where Stre =

e0e1...en−1 is a sequence of events, Strx = x0x1...xn is a sequence of states, Agh :

e → RA is an event-agent association function between each event and the RA

that performs that event, and Prpp, P rppn, T, Tc are defined similarly to the resource

capabilities model.

4.2 Resource Agent Task Negotiation

In this section, the development and utilization of a dynamic network of resource

agents to enable PA exploration is described. The PAs use a bidding process to

obtain the capabilities of surrounding resources. For this process, the RAs form

teams dynamically to respond to PA requests.
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An overview of the PA exploration approach is shown in Figure 4.1. The goal

of PA exploration is to obtain the capabilities and schedules of the resources in the

vicinity of the associated physical part. The first step in the exploration is a bid

request from the PA to the last RA to inform the PA of a visited state. The bid

is then propagated by the RA to its neighbors until a team of RAs that can satisfy

the bid request is found. If a team of RAs is formed, then a bid is submitted to

the PA. Otherwise, RAs keep sharing the bid and bid request until the propagation

conditions are not satisfied. After waiting for RA responses, the PA synthesizes the

bids to obtain the model of the local manufacturing environment.

4.2.a Product Agent Bid Request

The PA must create a bid request to start the exploration process. For the bid

request, xc is the last state in the sequence of visited states from the PA’s product

history. Pid is created by comparing the completed physical properties in the prod-

uct history to the properties required by the process plan. Finally, the PA picks a

reasonable tbound to provide a maximum amount of time for the RAs to finish Pid.

Note that the PA can vary both the Pid and tbound to expand or limit the amount of

information it will receive from the RAs, as described in Chapter III. The initial bid

request is sent to RAc, which is the last RA to contact the PA based on the PA’s

product history. If the PA had just entered the system (i.e. no product history), it

will wait until an RA contacts it with some initial information regarding the location

of the physical product.

4.2.b Resource Agent Task Negotiation

An RA uses its resource capabilities model to submit a bid to the requesting PA or

propagate the bid request to its neighboring resources. To decide whether to submit

or propagate the bid, the RA checks if it can satisfy the bid request. We use the
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following definitions from discrete event system theory to describe this process [22]

A string is defined as a sequence of events. L(M), the set of all strings that are

allowable in M , denotes the language generated by M . Lm(M) ⊆ L(M), the set of

strings in L(M) that end in a marked state, denotes the marked language of M .

The initial state and marked states of the capabilities model are updated using

the bid request. The initial state is defined as: xi := xc. The marked states are

defined as the desired states of the bid request:

Xm := {x ∈ X | Prpp(x) ∈ Pid or Prpnp(x) ∈ Pid} (4.1)

An RA can satisfy a bid request if it finds a string, se = e0e1...en−1, and states,

sx = x0x1...xn that satisfy a few conditions. First, the string must be in the marked

language of M and sx must be a feasible sequence of states in the RA’s capabilities

model:

se ∈ Lm(M) and xi+1 = Tr(xi, ei), for 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 (4.2)

In addition, all desired physical properties in the PA’s bid request must be satis-

fied. Any physical properties of x ∈ sx that alter the part’s composition must be a

part of the PA’s bid request. Thus, the following constraint must be satisfied:

∪ni=1 Prpp(xi) = Pid \ ∪ni=1Prpnp(xi) (4.3)

Note that any number of properties that do not alter the part’s composition are

allowed. However, if the states have extra properties that alter the part’s composition,

they do not satisfy this constraint. To satisfy Eq. 4.3, all of the properties in Pid

must be accomplished in sx. Finally, all of the properties must be accomplished in

the requested amount of time:
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∑n−1

i=1
T (ei) ≤ tbound (4.4)

A bid is submitted if the RA finds se and sx to satisfy these conditions. Otherwise,

the bids are propagated to neighbors.

4.2.b.1 Submitting a Bid

If Eq. 4.2 – 4.4 are satisfied, the RA creates a bid. For the bid, Stre = se and

Strx = sx are obtained from the above equations. Prpp, P rppn, T, Tc are obtained

from the resource capabilities model. For the bid’s Agh, all of the events in Stre

are mapped to the RA creating the bid. The bid is submitted to the PA in the bid

request.

4.2.b.2 Bid Request Propagation

If Eq. 4.2 – 4.4 are not satisfied, the RA decides if the bid should be propagated.

The marked states are redefined as the set of shared states:

Xm := Xs (4.5)

The RA will propagate a bid if there exists a string, se,p = e0e1...en−1, and states,

sx,p = x0x1...xn that satisfy Eqs. 4.2 and 4.4. Note that se,p has at least one event to

ensure propagation, i.e. n > 0 . Finally, without the requirement to accomplish all

of the physical properties in the process plan, Eq. 4.3 is relaxed. However, the string

must not have any physical properties that alter the composition of the part unless

part of the desired physical properties:

∪ni=1 Prpp(xi) ⊆ Pid (4.6)

If these conditions are satisfied, the RA creates an incomplete bid, Bidic, where
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Stre,ic = se,p, Strx,ic = sx,p, Prpp,ic, P rppn,ic, Tic, Tc,ic are obtained from the resource

capabilities model, and Agh,ic maps all of events to the current RA. In addition to

Bidic, a new bid request BRic, is created in the following manner:

PAic = PA (no change to the requesting PA)

xc,ic = xn

Pid,ic = Pid \
[⋃n

i=1

(
Prpp(xi) ∪ Prpnp(xi)

)]
tbound,ic = tbound −

∑n
i=1 T (ei)

where xc,ic is the shared state, Pid,ic are the physical properties that must be finished

to complete the bid, and tbound,ic is the allowable remaining time to complete those

properties. Bidic and BRic are sent to N(xc,i), the neighboring RAs with the shared

state.

4.2.b.3 Creating a Team of Resources

If an RA receives an incomplete bid and a bid request, the RA will try to complete

the bid by answering the provided bid request. To complete the bid, the RA tries to

find a string, se,c, and a sequence of states, sx,c, that satisfy 4.1 - 4.4 for the propagated

bid request, BRic. If these constraints are satisfied, the RA creates and submits a

completed bid. To complete the bid, the state and event sequences are appended to

the incomplete bid, i.e. Stre = e0,ic...en,ice0,c...em,c, where ei,ic ∈ Stre,ic for 0 ≤ i ≤ n,

ej,c ∈ se,c for 0 ≤ j ≤ m. In this formulation, n and m denote the length of the events

in the incomplete bid and the newly found sequence of events, respectively. Similarly,

the newly found states are appended to the states of the incomplete bid. Using the

RA’s capabilities, Prpp, P rppn, T, Tc are updated based on the newly added states

and events. Finally, for Agh, all of the added events are mapped to the RA creating

the bid. The complete bid is then sent to the PA in the bid request.
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If the RA cannot complete the bid, it will propagate the bid further. If Eqs. 4.2

and 4.4 – 4.6 are satisfied by a sequence of events and states, the RA updates the

incomplete bid. To update the bid, the state and event sequences are appended to

the Stre,ic and Strx,ic and Prpp,ic, P rppn,ic, Tic, Tc,ic, Agh,ic are updated. The RA sends

the updated, but still incomplete, bid and a new bid request to its neighboring RAs.

4.2.c Product Agent Bid Compilation

After sending the initial bid request, the PA waits for the RAs to reply with a set

of bids. If the PA is not satisfied with the number of bids received (e.g. 0 bids), then

it would send out another bid request to re-explore the system. To obtain different

bids, the PA can change the number of states that it initially wants completed or

increase the maximum allowable time in the bid request.

If the PA is satisfied with the number of bids received, then a model of the

manufacturing environment can be compiled. For the PA, the model is the following

tuple: Me = (Xe, Ee, T re, P rpp,e, P rpnp,e, Agh,e, Te, Tc,e, xc), where xc is the current

state of the physical part, Agh,e is the event-agent association function, and all other

elements are defined similarly to the resource capabilities model. Note that the PA

can use this model to determine desired states for the part, as described in Chapter III.

The environment model can be compiled using the fusion operator [99] on the RA

bids. Algorithm 2 illustrates how to create Me using the bids and past product states

from the product history, Xv. Note that two states, xa and xb, or two events, ea and

eb, are defined as equivalent if and only if:

Prpp(xa) = Prpp(xb) and Prpnp(xa) = Prpnp(xb) (4.7)

ea = eb and Agh(ea) = Agh(eb) (4.8)

In other words, two states are equivalent if they have the same physical properties
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Algorithm 2 Compiling all bids into an environment model

Input: Bids = Bid1, Bid2, ..., Bidm, Xv

Output: Me

Initialize: Xe, Ee, T re, P rpp,e, P rpnp,e, Agh,e, Te, Tc,e
1: // Iterate through each of the bids:
2: for all Bid ∈ Bids do
3: // Add the states and associated properties
4: for all x ∈ Strs,Bid do
5: if x 6∈ Xe (see Eq. 4.7 for state equality) then
6: Add x to Xe

7: Let Prpp,e(x) := Prpp,Bid(x)
8: Let Prpnp,e(x) := Prpnp,Bid(x)
9: end for
10: // Add the events and associated properties
11: for all en ∈ Stre,Bid do
12: if en 6∈ Ee (see Eq. 4.8 for event equality) then
13: Add en to Ee
14: Let Tre(xn, en) := xn+1

15: where xn is the nth element of Strs,Bid
16: Let Agh,e(e) := Agh,Bid(e)
17: Let Te(e) := TBid(e)
18: Let Tc,e(e) := Tc,Bid(e)
19: end for
20: end for
21: Let xc := xm, where xm is the last element in Xv

and two events are equivalent if they have the same name and the same associated

RA.

With this newly compiled environment model, the PA can plan, schedule, and

request the requisite events from RAs. Before sending scheduling requests, the PA

uses this model to understand the RA capabilities and schedules. The PA can find

paths to less congested machines and work with the RAs to minimally affect existing

RA schedules. In addition, if a PA is not able to find a feasible path after thoroughly

exploring the system, the PA will ask for assistance.
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4.3 Key Attributes of the Proposed Approach

In this section, the dynamic nature of the RA network and the benefits of the

proposed approach are discussed.

4.3.a Dynamic Network of Resource Agents

The proposed PA exploration framework is enabled by creating a dynamic com-

munication network of RAs. The nodes in the communication network correspond

to individual RAs in the system, while the links represent the shared states between

neighboring RAs. Note that a link exists only if both resources have physical access

to the shared state.

When a new resource is added into the system, the capabilities model and the

table of neighboring resources and states are provided to a newly initialized RA.

To establish the link in the communication network, the new resource informs its

neighboring RAs about their mutually shared states. Once informed, each neighbor

RA can add the new RA to its own table of neighboring resources and states. With

the communication link established, bid requests from PAs in the system will be able

to reach the new resource agent.

Similarly, an RA can be removed from the communication network (e.g. a resource

goes down) by contacting its neighboring RAs. Once the RA is removed from a

neighbor’s table of shared states, the communication link is broken. Note that another

RA might need to take over the removed RA responsibilities if the removal causes a

drastic change in the manufacturing system (e.g. unreachable machines).

The connectivity of this network drives the time performance of PA exploration.

The speed of PA exploration can be improved when links are removed from the

network. While removing links may improve the exploration time performance, RAs

can not use the removed connection when responding to PA exploration requests.

Thus, the level of connectivity should be optimized based on the capabilities of each
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resource, the number of PAs and RAs in the system, and the speed of the agent

communication and decision making.

4.3.b Benefits of Proposed Negotiation Strategy

4.3.b.1 Flexible part behavior

The physical part can be placed anywhere in the system and, if there exists a way

to obtain desired physical properties in a reasonable amount of time, the network

of resource agents will submit a bid that satisfies the criteria of the associated PA.

The PA does not need to have any prior knowledge of the system to function. To

obtain an accurate representation of the physical part’s environment, the RAs must

continuously keep updating the PA regarding the state of the associated physical part.

4.3.b.2 Response to changes on the plant floor

The dynamic network of RAs can help in improving the flexibility of manufac-

turing systems. The network can capture changes in the capabilities of the entire

manufacturing system as RAs are added, moved, or removed. Modifications of in-

dividual resource capabilities can also be captured in the RA models. Using the

approach presented, PAs can re-explore the system and change their plans to adapt

to dynamic conditions on the plant floor or to changes in customer orders.

4.3.b.3 Security of RA capabilities

The RAs decide how much of their capabilities they share with the PA. The

manufacturer can hide some resource capabilities from certain PAs. This provides the

manufacturer more control over the amount of shared information between agents.

In addition, there is no central storage place that contains a detailed description of

all of the resources. This removes a central point of failure from existing agent-based

manufacturing controllers.
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4.3.b.4 Integration with existing communication protocols

Due to its bidding mechanics, the proposed technique can be implemented using

existing communication protocols. For example, for the implementation study in

the myJoghurt demonstrator described in Section 6.2, the standardized contract net

protocol [111] was used for agent communication.

4.4 Conclusions

The multi-agent control strategy consisting of product and resource agents (PAs

and RAs) has been proposed to improve manufacturing system flexibility. For this

strategy, the PAs must effectively guide an associated physical part through a man-

ufacturing system. To accomplish this goal, PAs must understand the capabilities of

the surrounding environment. In this chapter, a novel approach for PA exploration

based on the propagation of bids and bid requests over a dynamic network of RAs

is proposed. Using the proposed methodology, RAs form teams to provide PAs with

a comprehensive view of the surrounding environment. In addition to enabling RA

task negotiation, this approach limits the amount of information available to agents,

improving security and reducing communication overhead of agent systems.

The exploration methodology described in this section is used for all of the sim-

ulations described in Chapters III – V and the physical testbed implementations

presented in Chapter VI. This methodology is scalable, as the model-based PA was

able to combine bids from a number of resource agents (up to 20) in a reasonable

amount of time. The PA was able to build models with up to 100 states and up to 100

events without scalability issues. Specific exploration times for the physical testbeds

are provided in Chapter VI. Future work will look at finding the computation, storage,

and time limitations for the exploration methodology.
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CHAPTER V

Direct, Active Cooperation

This chapter presents the work published in [43,48] that proposes direct and active

cooperation for the PA. PAs must cooperate with other PAs and RAs when making

decisions. Specifically, when planning and scheduling future resource actions, a PA

must cooperate with both PAs and RAs to find a sequence of resource actions to

complete its associated part’s production requirements and not come into conflict

with other agents in the system. As described in Section 2.2.d, prior work has fo-

cused on a passive approach to PA cooperation, where the PA has to find a set of

feasible resource actions without being able to negotiate with other agents over ex-

isting scheduling constraints. However, as shown in Chapter III the PA is not always

able find a sequence of actions that satisfies all of the existing scheduling constraints

and accomplishes its production goals. This limitation of the passive cooperation

approach reduces the flexibility of the PA and, in turn, reduces the flexibility and

adaptability of the multi-agent control strategy.

To improve the flexibility of the PA, a direct, active cooperation approach can be

utilized during the PA’s planning and scheduling phase. In this type of cooperation,

the PA has to identify the soft constraints in the system, i.e., the scheduling con-

straints that can be negotiated through communication with other agents. Then, the

PA must choose which, if any, of the soft constraints prevent the agent from accom-
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plishing its individual goals. Finally, the PA needs to communicate and cooperate

with the appropriate agents in the system to resolve the identified conflicts.

The main contribution of this chapter is a model-based decision making framework

to enable direct, actively cooperative product agents (DA-PAs). Specifically, this

chapter proposes a model to capture the soft constraints in the system, an algorithm

that enables the DA-PA to identify which of the soft constraints are conflicting with

its individual goals, and a communication method to allow the DA-PA to negotiate

and coordinate with other agents in the system.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Background information about the

priced timed automaton modeling formalism is provided in Section 5.1. Section 5.2

overviews the components of the DA-PA’s knowledge base used for the cooperation

framework. Section 5.3 describes the framework used for a direct and actively co-

operating product agent. Case studies for the cooperation framework are given in

Section 5.4. Section 5.5 provides concluding remarks.

5.1 Priced Timed Automata

In existing model-based product agents, both the scheduling constraints and other

various metrics (e.g., energy cost) are combined and encoded as edge weights on a

finite state machine (FSM) [23, 104]. This encoding approach was utilized for the

PA’s environment model presented in Chapters III and IV. This encoding makes

it difficult to identify the scheduling constraints in the system, separate them into

hard and soft constraints, and enable direct, active cooperation. Therefore, this work

proposes to leverage the priced timed automaton (PTA) modeling formalism [13, 52]

to capture the PA’s scheduling constraints.

Here we provide a formal definition of PTA, based on [13], and some additional

definitions we use in our work. A PTA is composed of a set of states, X, connected

by a set of edges, E. Each edge is labeled with an event, σ ∈ Σ. A PTA also has
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a set of clocks, continuous variables c ∈ C = Rnc
≥0, where nc is the number of clocks

in the system. All clocks have the same constant, positive growth rate and an initial

value of zero.

A finite set of Boolean indicator functions of clock values, B, represents the con-

straints. For example, for a clock value c ∈ C, the Boolean indicator function

Ici≤a(c) ∈ B evaluates to true if and only if the ith element of c is less than or

equal to a. Each element of B is either an invariant for a location, which must evalu-

ate to true for the system to occupy the location, or a guard on an edge, which must

evaluate to true to traverse an edge. Reset maps on edges set clocks to predetermined

values when the edge is traversed.

Additionally, a PTA has costs on states and edges. Costs on edges are discrete

increments added to the total running cost when the edge is traversed, while the

states have cost rates, and steadily accumulate cost over time.

Definition V.1 (Priced Timed Automata). A PTA A is defined as an 8-tuple A =

(X,C,Σ, E, I, R, P, x0), where

• X = {x0, x1, ..., xnx} is a finite set of states of the PTA

• C = {c0, c1, ..., cnc} is the set of clocks

• Σ = {σ0, σ1, ..., σnσ} is a finite set of events

• E ⊆ X × B × Σ×X is a finite set of edges

• I : X → B is the invariant operator

• R : E × C → C is a reset operator

• K : X ∪ E → [0,∞) maps the locations and edges to their costs

• x0 ∈ X is the initial state
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There are several differences between the PTA model described in Definition V.1

and the environment model presented in previous chapters. Note that, to align with

existing PTA definitions, the events of the environment model described in Chap-

ters III and IV have been decomposed into the edges and the events in Definition V.1.

For Definition V.1, the events, Σ, are the labels for the edges, E, in the priced timed

automaton. In addition, the costs of the system are associated with the states of

the system, as described in Section 5.2. The addition of the system clocks is the

most significant change to the environment model and is described in more detail in

Section 5.2.

The guards are embedded in the edge definition, with B denoting constraints on

the clocks for each edge, i.e., the guard conditions. A transition is a formal description

of a change in the system state and the transition type. There are two types of

transitions, discrete transitions (changes in location) and delay transitions (changes

in clock values). Let ty,z denote a transition with y ∈ {s, d} denoting if the transition

is a discrete (s) or a delay (d) transition, and z = {e, τ} where e ∈ E and τ ∈ R. We

define transitions as x′
ty,e−−→ x, where x′, x ∈ X. We provide further definitions on the

clock structure before formally defining the two types of transitions.

We utilize a two clock structure in this work. The two clock set is given as

C = {cl, cg} through the rest of the chapter, noting that additional clocks may be

added for various applications. The local clock, cl, represents the time spent at a

single state and, thus, is always reset to 0 when entering a state via a transition in

the system. The global clock, cg, represents the absolute time for the system and is

never reset in the system. Additionally we use the valuation operator val(·) to denote

the value of a clock. The valuation operator captures the values of clocks for a state

x ∈ X at the time when a discrete transition corresponding to an edge e ∈ E is taken

from the state x to a new state x′. For example val(cxg) denotes the value of the global

clock at state x at the time of transition to a new state x′ by taking an edge. Then,
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the two types of transitions for PTA are defined as follows.

Definition V.2 (Discrete Transition). A transition x′
ts,e−−→ x is a discrete transition

if e = (x′, σ, x) ∈ E and clock valuations are incremented as val(cxg) = val(cx
′
g ) and

val(cxl ) = 0. Note that we say a discrete transition is taken when an edge in the

model is traversed.

Definition V.3 (Delay Transitions). A transition x′
td,τ−−→ x is a delay transition if

x′ = x, the invariant I(x′) is true, and clock valuations are incremented as val(cxg) :=

val(cxg) + τ and val(cxl ) = τ .

Note that by explicitly defining the two transition types with the specific clock

valuation updates, we implicitly defined a reset operator, R, for the PTA. We omit

R in later definitions for brevity.

5.2 Knowledge Base

This section provides a description of the DA-PA’s knowledge base, namely its

goals, environment model, and decision making model. The goals and models de-

scribed in this section are used for the direct, active PA cooperation described in

Section 5.3.

5.2.a Goals

During its initialization, a DA-PA is provided a process plan, exit plan, perfor-

mance weights, and the priority of the associated part with respect to other parts in

the system. The process plan and exit plan are similar to the components described

in Chapter III. The performance weights have been added to aid in the PA’s decision

making using the PA’s environment model described later in this section.
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5.2.a.1 Process Plan

The process plan is formulated based on a customer order and consists of an

ordered list of desired physical properties for the associated part, as described in

Chapters III and IV. Physical properties include part locations or part features, e.g.

“part at exit loading dock” or “part has hole with taper” [7,98]. Formally, the process

plan is defined as: Plan = (PPd, Dl), where PPd = (pp1, pp2, ...) is the ordered list

of desired physical properties ppi. Note that this is a simplification of the process

plan presented in Chapter III, as the process plan in Chapter III is an ordered list

of sets of desired physical properties. In addition, to enable the DA-PA to finish the

process plan per the customer order, deadlines can be added to each of the properties

in the process plan. Formally, we set Dl : PPd → R≥0 as the latest allowable finish

time for a property. The PTA-based encoding of the environment model described

later in this section enables the addition of deadlines to the process plan described in

Chapter III, allowing the PA to better meet customer requirements.

The process plan is developed offline and provided to the DA-PA (e.g. [92]). Since

the plan is computed offline and, additionally, to ensure that communication between

agents is kept in a local neighborhood as described in Chapter IV, we assume that the

DA-PA accomplishes the process plan one physical property at a time. Therefore, the

DA-PA will only look to complete the next unfinished property in the process plan.

As shown in the case study presented in Chapter III, in most cases, a model-based

PA is able to complete its process plan one property at a time. Future work will

look at developing a methodology to incorporate multiple physical properties when

making decisions and using other types of structures (e.g., temporal logic [101]) to

encode the specifications in the process plan. Note that the DA-PA keeps track of the

completed physical properties and can identify the next unfinished physical property

when required.
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5.2.a.2 Exit Plan

The DA-PA is initialized with an exit plan that is used if the DA-PA cannot find

a sequence of resource actions to fulfill the process plan. A detailed description and

formulation of the exit plan is presented in Chapter III. The DA-PA can exit the

manufacturing system by calling an exit agent in the exit plan. For example, an exit

agent can be a human agent [131] who can retrieve the part from the manufacturing

system. The decision of the DA-PA to exit the system is discussed in detail in

Section 5.3.

5.2.a.3 Performance weights

There are various, measurable performance metrics, PM = {pm1, pm2, ..., pmn},

for resources on the plant floor, e.g., energy and material cost. These metrics are

tracked and stored by the associated RAs in the system. The RAs share these per-

formance metrics when they communicate their capabilities with the DA-PA. These

metrics are stored in the environment model of the DA-PA. A formal description of

their encoding in the environment model is provided in Section 5.2.b.

A set of performance weights is provided during the DA-PA’s initialization. These

performance weights are computed offline based on the customer order or the manu-

facturer requirements. Each performance weight corresponds to a metric. Formally,

the set of performance metrics is defined as {αpi ∈ R≥0 | pi ∈ PM}. The magnitude

of the weight represents the relative importance of the corresponding metric for the

DA-PA. For example, if a DA-PA favors minimizing material cost over energy usage,

the following relation will hold αmaterial > αenergy. The DA-PA uses the performance

weights and metrics during its decision making to identify desirable resources and

resource actions in the system.
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5.2.a.4 Agent Priority

The DA-PA is provided an importance value, pr ∈ N, which represents the priority

of the associated physical part when compared to other parts in the system. An

importance value of 1 signifies that the part is of the highest priority. Therefore, a

part i has a higher priority than part j if pri < prj.

Note that while the process plan, performance weights, and agent priority are all

part of the DA-PA’s individual goal, they are linked to the overall performance of the

manufacturing system. The process plan is based on a customer’s order and needs

to be designed to accomplish all of the requirements in that order [92, 113]. The

performance weights can be set by the manufacturer to prioritize certain actions for

the DA-PA (e.g., use less energy or use less material). Finally, the agent priority can

be set by the needs of the manufacturer and the importance of the customer order.

For example, if a customer sends in a highly profitable order with harsh penalties for

production delays, the DA-PAs associated with the order would be provided with a

high priority. Future work will look at understanding how to map the needs of the

manufacturing system to the goals of the DA-PA.

5.2.b Environment Model

The capabilities and scheduling constraints of the local manufacturing environ-

ment are captured by the DA-PA’s environment model, as described in Chapter

III. The environment model is updated by the DA-PA as other agents (RAs and

PAs) provide the capabilities and scheduling constraints for the resources in the local

manufacturing environment to the DA-PA. This information is communicated either

following a DA-PA request or if there is a disturbance in the manufacturing system.

The environment model is defined as the following tuple:

AEM = (X,Prp, x0,Σ, E, C,Γ, I,Knm,Ksft, Ag):

X = {x1, x2, ...} is the set of states for the associated physical part
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Prp : X → PP maps states to physical properties

x0 ∈ X is the current state of the part

Σ = {σ0, σ1, ...} is a finite set of events, where each event represents the start

or completion of a resource action (e.g a logistic or manufacturing operation)

E ⊆ Q× Σ×Q is a finite set of edges

C = {cl, cg} are the local and the global clocks

Γ : {γxi,1, γxi,2, ...γxi+n,1, ...} is the set of slack variables, where γxi,j ∈ R is the

jth slack variable for state xi.

I : X → B[val(C), val(Γ)] maps states to their constraints as a function of the

clock and slack variables

Ag : X ∪ E ∪ B[val(C), val(Γ)]→ Agents maps states, events, and constraints

to corresponding agents

Knm : X × PM × val(C)→ R≥0 maps states, performance metrics, and valua-

tions of clocks to nominal cost values

Ksft : X × PM × val(Γ) → R≥0 maps states, performance metrics, and valua-

tions of slacks to cost-of-constraint-violation values

where X,Prp, x0, E are the discrete event dynamics, C,Γ, I encode the time-based

state constraints, Ag is the agent association function, and Knm,Ksft are the state

costs for the DA-PA.

The vectors val(C) and val(Γ) are valuations of the variables C and Γ for each

state in the system. These valuations capture the values of the clocks and associated

slack constraints for a state x ∈ X at the time when a discrete transition correspond-

ing to an edge e ∈ E is taken from state x to a new state x′. To ensure unique
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clock and slack valuations, we enforce the AEM to be acyclic, while noting that cyclic

graphs can be “flattened” into acyclic graphs efficiently [88].

AEM is an extension of the PTA modeling formalism presented in Section 5.1.

A description of how the manufacturing environment is mapped to each component

is discussed in the rest of this section. Note that there are several differences when

AEM is compared to the PTA from Section 5.1. As previously discussed, the reset

operator, R, is left out for brevity. Only states (not edges) of AEM have constraints

and these state constraints are encoded in the invariant, I. Finally, there are a number

of extensions to the constraints and costs of AEM , which are discussed in the rest of

this section.

5.2.b.1 Discrete event dynamics

X,Prp, x0, E represent the capabilities of the manufacturing system. X are the

states of the physical part in the system. Each state is a combination of several

physical properties of the part. Physical properties define locations and physical

composition of the part (e.g. “part at machine” or “part feature completed”) [98] or

operations performed on the part (e.g. “moving the part” or “working on a manu-

facturing process”). Prp maps each state of the environment model to one or more

of these physical properties. A current state, x0, is updated when an RA informs the

DA-PA that it has started or finished a resource action. Each event, Σ, represents

an instantaneous (takes 0 time) start or completion of a manufacturing or logistic

operation [31].

5.2.b.2 Time-based Constraints

The state constraints, B, limit the amount of time that the associated part can be

in the state (e.g. how long the part can stay at a location). These constraints are split

into hard and soft constraints, B = H[val(C)] ∪ S[val(C), val(Γ)]. Hard constraints,
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H[val(C)], cannot be violated by the DA-PA (e.g. minimum time required to com-

plete a manufacturing operation). Soft constraints, S[val(C), val(Γ)], contain slack

variables, Γ. As described in Section 5.3.c, these soft constraints may be violated by

the DA-PA through negotiation with other agents in the system. Note that there is

no limit for the number of constraints at each state. Therefore, all of the constraints

in the model are stored in the invariant mapping, I. This mapping links a state to

all of its constraints.

All time constraints, B, are logic expressions [14]. There are two types of con-

straints used in the environment model: bound constraint and interval gap constraint.

The bound constraint is a time limit that represents an absolute limit when the part

can enter a state or leave a state. The gap constraint represents an interval when

the part cannot be at a certain state. Formally, the two constraints are defined as

follows:

Definition V.4 (Bound Constraint). A bound constraint, Bb, for state, x, is satisfied

(i.e. evaluates to true) if and only if a clock valuation (either local or global) at the

state, val(cxb ), for cb ∈ C satisfies:

val(cxb ) ./ tb ± aγ val(γxb
)

(5.1)

where tb ∈ R≥0 is the time limit for the clock, aγ ∈ [0, 1] is the hardness coefficient,

γxb is a slack variable associated with the constraints on state x, and ./ is one of the

following logical operators: <, ≤, =, ≥, >.

Note that a bound constraint is a hard constraint if aγ = 0.

Definition V.5 (Interval Gap Constraint). An interval gap constraint, Bg, for state

x and interval (tl, tu) is satisfied if and only if the local and global clock valuations
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at the state, val(cxl ) and val(cxg), satisfy:

¬
[
X1 ∨X2

]
∧
[
X1 ∨X3

]
(5.2a)

X1 := val(cxg)− val(cxl ) < tl + aγ,l val(γ
x
1 ) (5.2b)

X2 := val(cxg)− val(cxl ) > tu + aγ,u val(γ
x
u) (5.2c)

X3 := val(cxg) ≤ tl + aγ,l val(γ
x
1 ) (5.2d)

where tl, tu ∈ R≥0 and tu > tl, aγl , aγu ∈ 0, 1 are the hardness coefficients, γxl , γ
x
u are

unique slack variables associated with the constraint, and ¬,∧,∨ are logic operators.

Note that the expression val(cxg) − val(cxl ) represents the global clock time when a

discrete transition is taken into state x. Therefore,
[
X1∨X2

]
represents that the part

cannot enter the state during a time interval of the global clock, (tl, tu).
[
X3 ∨ X4

]
represents that if the part enters the state before the start of the interval, (tl), it must

also exit the state before the start of the interval.

5.2.b.3 Transitions

The objective of the DA-PA’s decision making is to find clock and slack variable

valuations that satisfy all of the state constraints in the system. To satisfy these

constraints, the DA-PA must choose a sequence of discrete transitions from E that

transition the agent from one state x to a new state x′ and delay transitions that

keep the agent at the same state x, but take a finite time τ ∈ R. The definitions of

these two transition modes are provided in Section 5.1. Details about how a DA-PA

chooses these transitions is provided in Section 5.3.

Remark V.6. It is always feasible to denote delay and discrete transitions in an al-

ternating sequence since delay transitions are additive, and we can define a zero time

delay transition between two consecutive discrete transitions.
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5.2.b.4 Agent association function

The DA-PA builds the environment model by requesting capabilities from the RAs

in the system [55]. If the RAs provide their capabilities as PTA-based models, the

DA-PA can put together these models to create the proposed environment model [99].

However, to enable the proposed cooperation framework, the DA-PA must keep track

of the agents associated with the components in the environment model.

The agent association function, Ag, maps states, events, and constraints to an

associated agent. The states can be mapped to one or more agents. If a state is

mapped to more than one agent, it is a shared state (see Chapter IV). The presence

of these shared states allows for the modular composition of the environment model.

The events are mapped to a single agent so that the DA-PA can identify which agent

to contact when requesting a discrete transition. Similarly, constraints are mapped to

a single agent, representing which agent is responsible for the scheduling constraint

in the system.

5.2.b.5 State costs

The nominal cost, Kpinm(xj), for performance metric pi is the cost for a part to

stay at a state with respect to the corresponding metric (pi). Formally, the nominal

cost for performance metric pi for a single state xj is:

Kpinm(xj) = Anm · val(Cx) + bnm (5.3)

where Anm ∈ R2
≥0, bnm ∈ R≥0 are the nominal cost parameters provided by the RAs

and val(Cx) = [val(cxg), val(c
x
l )]

T are the valuations of the clocks for state x.

Similarly, the soft constraint violation cost, Kpisft(xj), is the cost for the part to

stay at a state if there is a constraint violation. The soft constraint violation cost for
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performance metric pi for a state is:

Kpisft(xj) =
m∑
k=1

aksft val(γ
xj
k ) + bksftδ(val(γ

xj
k )) (5.4)

where m = |I(xj)| is the number of constraints for the state, γk is the slack variable

associated with the kth constraint, aksft, b
k
sft ∈ R≥0,∀1 ≤ k ≤ m, and δ(·) denotes an

indicator operator with 1 if the argument is nonzero and 0 otherwise. Note that if

aksft = 0 and bksft = 0, then there is no penalty for violating constraint k. Similarly,

if the associated valuation of the slack variable is 0, then there is no violation cost

added, i.e. if val(γ
xj
k ) = 0, then δ(val(γ

xj
k )) = 0 and val(γ

xj
k ) + bksftδ(val(γ

xj
k )) = 0.

Thus, the sum (5.4) is a summation of slack costs for the nonzero slack valuations.

For the nominal cost, RAs estimate the Anm, bnm for each state and provide this

information to the DA-PA when queried. While determining Anm, bnm is out of the

scope of this dissertation, there are several methods that can be used to estimate these

values. For example, smart sensors can capture information relevant to Anm, bnm and

experiments can be run to determine these parameters (e.g., using an energy sensor

to determine the energy cost to perform resource actions). Resource models can also

be developed and used to determine appropriate values for Anm, bnm. For the soft

constraint violation cost, the agent associated with each soft constraint, agsc, must

provide the aksft, bsft to the DA-PA. aksft, bsft represent how undesirable the constraint

violation would be to the agent associated with the soft constraint, agsc, in terms of

performance metric k. Therefore, to ensure desirable performance of all of the other

agents, the DA-PA should (1) only violate these constraints if absolutely necessary

and (2) minimize the cost of constraint violations, as described in Section 5.3.b.
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5.2.c Decision Making Model

A decision making model is represented as the following tuple:

ADM = (X,Prp, x0,Σ, E, C,Γ, I, Ag,Xm,K), where (X,Prp, x0,Σ, E, C,Γ, I, Ag) are

obtained from the environment model, Xm ∈ X is a set of marked states, and

K : X × val(C) × val(Γ) → R≥0 denotes the state costs. The set of marked states,

Xm, represents desired states for the DA-PA [22]. A discussion of how the decision

making model is put together is presented in Section 5.3.a.

Figure 5.1 is an example of a decision making model for a DA-PA in a manufac-

turing system composed of 2 robots (R1 and R2), 2 machines (M1 and M2), and 2

buffers (B1 and B2). There are 4 RAs in the system, one for each robot and for each

machine. The buffers are used by the robots to pick and place parts in the system

and do not have an associated agent in this example. B1 is used by R1 and B2 is used

by both R1 and R2. The machines complete a manufacturing process (P1) required

as part of the DA-PA’s process plan. This initial state state, x0, and marked states,

Xm are shown in Fig. 5.1. The dashed rectangles outline which states and events are

associated with a specific agent in the agent association function, e.g. states x1, x2, x3

and events σ1, σ2 are associated with the R1 agent.

Table 5.1 displays information about the states and constraints for this example.

All of the constraints are bound constraints (see Definition V.4), where t is the time

limit for the clock at each state.

Soft constraints represent desired, but flexible, operating conditions for the RAs.

The only soft constraint for this system is defined on state x2. This constraint rep-

resents the desired minimum operating time, tsftR1,B2, for R1 to take the part from B1

to B2. This constraint can be violated if the value of the slack variable is greater

than 0 for that state, γxl > 0. However, there is a penalty that is associated with

violating that constraint, Knrgsft (x). This penalty represents how undesirable this con-

straint violation would be to R1. The rest of the constraints in Table 5.1 are hard
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Figure 5.1: A visualization of the decision making model for a system with 6 re-
sources – 2 robots (R1, R2), 2 machines (M1, M2), 2 buffers (B1, B2) – and 4 agents
representing R1, R2, M1, and M2. R1 moves the part from B1 (x1) to B2 (x3). R2
moves the part from B2 (x3) to M1 (x6) or M2 (x9). M1 and M2 complete manu-
facturing process 1 (P1), represented by x8 and x11. The part is at B1 and needs
P1 completed (x8 or x11) per the process plan. See Tables 5.1 and 5.2 for more
information about states and events.

constraints. Hard constraints are the boundary conditions for the RA and are defined

based on physical and safety limitations. For example, tnmR1,B2 is the hard time limit

for taking the part between B1 and B2 using the R1 agent, represented by x2. Note

that the desired, operating time for R1 should be greater than the boundary time

due to physical or safety limitations, tsftR1,B2 > tnmR1,B2.

The constraints associated with x1, x8, x11 are added during model creation, as

described in Section 5.3.a. The constraint associated with x1 is the time limit for the

DA-PA to find a new sequence of actions for the DA-PA. topt is the upper bound for the

time to solve the optimization problem and must be provided during initialization or

estimated by the DA-PA. Similarly, tcoord is an upper bound for coordination time and

must be provided or estimated by the DA-PA. In addition, there is a hard constraint

for x8 and x11 that represents a time deadline, td, to complete the manufacturing

process.

An overview of the costs is also provided in Table 5.1. The state costs are a

combination of two metrics: processing time and energy expenditure. The processing
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Table 5.1: State properties, invariants, and costs for example in Fig. 5.1

State,
(x)

Properties,
Prp(x)

Invariant, I(x) Cost, K(x)

x1 At B1 val(cxl ) > topt + tcoord αtKt(x)

x2
Moving to

B2
val(cxl ) > tsftR1,B2 − val(γxl )

val(cxl ) > tnmR1,B2

αtKt(x)+

αe

(
Knrgnm (x) +Knrgsft (x)

)
x3/x6/
x9

At B2/M1/
M2

None αtKt(x)

x4/x5
Moving to

M1/M2
val(cxl ) > tnmR2,M1/M2 αtKt(x) + αeKnrgnm (x)

x7/x10
At M1/M2
P1 Working

val(cxl ) > tnmM1/M2,P1 αtKt(x) + αeKenm(x)

x8/x11
At M1/M2
P1 Finished

val(cxg) < td αtKt(x)

Table 5.2: Event descriptions for example in Fig. 5.1.

Event, (σ) Event Name Event, (σ) Event Name

σ1, σ3, σ5
Start moving to

B2/M1/M2
σ2, σ4, σ6

Finish moving
to B1/M1/M2

σ7, σ9
Start P1 at

M1/M2
σ8, σ10

Finish P1 at
M1/M2

time cost is the amount of time spent in that state: Kt(x) = val(cxl ). The energy

expenditure cost is provided by the RAs and represents the energy used by the RA

for the part to stay at the state. For example, the energy cost for moving to B2 is

evaluated to the following: Knrgnm (x) = cnm ·val(cxl ) and Knrgsft (x) = csft ·val(γxl ), where

cnm and csft are energy usage coefficients. Note that csft > cnm to ensure that there

is a penalty for violating the soft constraint.

Table 5.2 provides information about the events in the system. Note that the

events are associated with a single agent and can be called by the DA-PA to transition
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Receive update/request
from PA or RA

Update the environment model

Create decision making model

Solve optimization problem

Path found?

Soft Constraint
Violation(s)?

Yes

Send constraint violation
request to agent(s)

Yes

All violation(s)
authorized?

Send constraint violation
confirmation to agent(s)

Yes

No

Schedule
path

Path not
found

No

No

Model
Creation

Path Planning

Coordination

Scheduling

Figure 5.2: A high-level overview of the direct, active cooperation for the product
agent. The framework includes 4 steps: model creation, path planning, coordination,
and scheduling. Note that the gray boxes indicate instances when the PA communi-
cates with other agents in the system.

between states. For example, the “Start P1 at M1” (σ7) can be requested from the

RA associated with M1 to start the P1 manufacturing process at the machine (x7).

5.3 Cooperation Framework

The DA-PA uses the goals, environment model, and decision making model de-

scribed to find a new path, or sequence of resource actions, in the system after re-

ceiving an update to its environment model. An update to the DA-PA’s environment
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model occurs either (1) when the DA-PA is provided information about the environ-

ment during initialization (2) another agent contacts the DA-PA with new information

due to an unexpected disturbance or (3) when RAs reply to a PA query for new in-

formation about the environment. Direct, active cooperation is used by the DA-PA

to find paths in the system that allow all of the agents to meet their goals, if possible.

Once a path is found, the DA-PA will start to schedule these events with the RAs in

the system. If a path is not found, the DA-PA will contact an RA to exit the system.

After the DA-PA receives an update to the environment model, the DA-PA goes

through the 4 steps in the cooperation framework: (1) model creation, (2) path plan-

ning, (3) coordination, and (4) scheduling. A high-level overview of the cooperation

framework and the steps are shown in Figure 5.2 and described in detail in this

section.

5.3.a Model Creation

The DA-PA goes into the model creation phase after receiving an update to its

environment model. In this phase, the DA-PA updates the environment model to

capture the current capabilities and constraints of the environment. Then, the DA-

PA creates the decision making model used to find the next sequence of resource

actions.

5.3.a.1 Update the environment model

The DA-PA’s initial step in the model creation phase is to update the environment

model using the information provided to the DA-PA by another PA or RA in the

system. Other agents can send a message to the DA-PA to update any component

of the AEM , i.e. (X,Prp, x0, E, Tr, C,Γ, I,Knm,Ksft, Ag). These updates represent

changes in the manufacturing environment, e.g. new resources, updated scheduling

constraints, changes to the associated part’s current state, etc.
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5.3.a.2 Create the decision making model

The DA-PA combines AEM and its goals to create the decision making model,

ADM , by taking the following steps. To create ADM , the DA-PA computes a set of

marked states and updates the constraints and costs of AEM .

The DA-PA computes the set of marked states, Xm by obtaining the next un-

finished physical property, ppd, from its process plan. The DA-PA marks a state

(i.e. adds the state to the set of marked states in ADM) if ppd matches the physical

property of a state in the environment model: ppd ∈ Prp(xi),∀xi ∈ Xm. Deadlines

are incorporated in ADM by adding a hard constraint, val(cg) < Dl(ppd), to the

constraints of the marked states, I(xi),∀xi ∈ Xm.

The DA-PA adds a constraint to the initial state in ADM to allow for path plan-

ning and coordination. Thus, the following constraint is added to the initial state:

val(cx0l ) > topt + tcoord. This constraint requires the DA-PA to stay in its initial state

to complete the steps of the cooperation framework. Note that these times should be

significantly less than the time it takes to complete the resource actions.

To account for the priority of other the parts in the system, the DA-PA updates

the soft constraint violation costs from AEM before incorporating these costs into

ADM . Let the DA-PA be denoted as ac and its priority as prac . Since each constraint

is mapped to an agent with Ag, the DA-PA obtains a constraint’s associated agent

and the agent’s priority, ai, prai = Ag(Bi). Soft constraints with a higher priority

DA-PA (i.e. prai < prac) are hardened by setting the corresponding aγ = 0 (see Eq.

5.1). For soft constraints with a lower priority DA-PA (i.e. prai > prac), the penalty

for constraint violation is removed by setting aksft = 0 and bksft = 0 (see Eq. 5.4). Soft

constraints with an equal priority DA-PA (i.e. prai = prac) are not changed.

The state cost, K(xj),∀xj ∈ X is a function that depends on the valuation of soft

constraint violations and the clock valuations. The DA-PA computes the state cost

by weighing the state cost for each metric in AEM , p1, p2, ..., pn, with its performance
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weights, αp1 , αpi , ..., αpn . Formally, the cost for each state is defined as:

K(xj) =
n∑
i=1

αpi
(
Kpinm(xj) +Kpisft(xj)

)
, (5.5)

where Kpinm(xj) and Kpisft(xj) are given as previously. Note that Kpisft(xj) is a summa-

tion of slack costs for nonzero slack valuations. Thus, the state cost is dependant on

the soft constraint violation cost only if there is a constraint violation, i.e., nonzero

slack variable valuation.

Once the DA-PA completes these steps to createADM , it will solve an optimization

problem to find the path, i.e., sequence of resource actions.

5.3.b Path Planning

A path on the environment model PTA is a sequence of transitions that will take

the associated part from its current state to a marked state in the environment model,

while satisfying the constraints in the system.

Definition V.7 (Path). A path s on a PTA is an ordered set of discrete and delay

transitions in which the post-transition state of each transition is equal to the pre-

transition state of the subsequent transition. Thus a path can be notated as

s = td,τ1 ts,e1 td,τ2 ts,e1 ... td,τn ts,em (5.6)

and the path’s total cost is given by the sum of the costs for all discrete and delay

transitions in the path.

As stated in Remark V.6, a path will always start with a delay transition, alternate

between discrete and delay transitions, and end with a discrete transition so that

n = m in Eq. 5.6.

Let ξi = (xi, ci, γi) denote a shorthand for the state, clock values, and slack values
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respectively at the ith transition of the path s, s(i). Note that s(i) can be either a

delay or a discrete transition. To pose the path planning problem as an optimization

problem, we additionally define

φ(s, ξ1) = {ξ1
s(1)−−→ ξ2, ξ2

s(2)−−→ ξ3, . . . , ξN−1
s(N)−−→ ξN}

as the solution sequence, where ξ1 = (x1, c1, γ1) is the initial state, clock values, and

slack values respectively, and N = 2n is the total number or transitions of Eq. 5.6,

with n = m. We define the projection operator ΠG(φ(·, ·)) that projects the solution

sequence to a subspace G ⊂ ADM . For example ΠX(φ(s, ξ1)) = {x ∈ X | x ∈ φ(s, ξ1)}

projects the solution subspace to the states in ADM . We use φ(s) instead of φ(s, ξ1)

for brevity when the arguments are clear from the context.

Thus, the DA-PA solves the following optimization problem to find a cost-optimal

path:

s∗ ∈ arg min
sk

N∑
i=1

K(xi) (5.7a)

s.t. xi ∈ ΠX(φ(sk, ξ̄)) (5.7b)

sk ∈ L(ADM) (5.7c)

#(ΠΓ(φ(sk, ξ̄))) ≤ ζ, (5.7d)

where L(ADM) denotes the set of all feasible paths (i.e., the language) of ADM ,

ξ̄ = (x̄, c̄, 0) is the initial state and clock value, #(·) denotes the number of nonzero

elements in the argument, ζ ∈ Z>0 is the number of allowable constraint violations

for the solution, and sk is a path as defined in Definition V.7. The solution s∗ is a

path that minimizes the cost function K(xi), where xi are the states in the solution

sequence defined by constraint 5.7b. Constraint 5.7c ensures that the path is in the

language of ADM , ensuring that all the constraints in ADM are satisfied and all the
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transitions are well-defined. Note that soft constraints and soft constraint violations

will satisfy Constraint 5.7c, but the violations are penalized in the cost function for

this optimization problem (Eq. 5.7a). Constraint 5.7d defines an upper bound on

the number of constraint violations so the solution sequence s∗ can violate at most

ζ constraints. Note that we recover the total number of constraint violations in the

optimal solution using #(ΠΓ(φ(s∗))).

If the number of constraint violations, #(ΠΓ(φ(s∗))), is zero, then the DA-PA

can schedule the obtained sequence of actions without the need to negotiate over

conflicting events, as described in Section 5.3.d. If a solution contains a nonzero

number of constraint violations, the DA-PA has to coordinate with agents to find

a solution to the conflicting events prior to scheduling actions. More detail about

coordination is discussed in the next section. Finally, if a solution to the above

problem cannot be obtained or this optimization problem is not solved within the

provided or estimated bounded time (topt), the DA-PA will request an exit plan, as

described in Section 5.3.d.

Similar to Chapter III, the optimization problem in Eq. 5.7 is a local optimization

problem for the system. The solution to Eq. 5.7 depends on the individual goals of

the product agent and the local environment model built through the exploration

methodology described in Chapter IV. The z3 solver [16] is used by the DA-PA to

solve this optimization problem, as described in Section 5.4.a.

5.3.c Coordination

The DA-PA has to coordinate its optimal path with other agents if there are

any constraint violations found during its path planning phase, #(ΠΓ(φ(s∗))) > 0.

The DA-PA finds the set of corresponding agents (PA or RA) for each constraint

that has a non-zero slack valuation (violated constraint): Agents = {Ag(Bv) | Bv ∈

S[val(C), val(Γ)], val(γv,i) > 0, val(γv,i) ∈ V al(Γv)}, where Γv are the slack variables
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associated in this constraint. Note that this mapping is not one-to-one as a single

agent in the set Agents can be associated with multiple violated constraints.

The DA-PA sends a coordination request to each of these agents in Agents. For

every state x∗i in the state sequence of the optimal path ΠX(φ(s∗)), the DA-PA finds

the corresponding delay transition td,τj such that (x∗i
td,τj−−→x∗i ) ∈ φ(s∗). The coordina-

tion request contains all of the states in the optimal path and the corresponding delay

transitions. Thus, the coordination request represents new scheduling constraints to

be considered by each agent, agv ∈ Agents. The contacted agent, agv, should be able

to understand, reason about, and respond to the request from the DA-PA. Examples

of how other agents understand, reason, and respond to this request is provided later

in this section.

The DA-PA waits for responses to the coordination request for a specified amount

of time, tcoord. If all of the contacted agents authorize their constraint violations, the

DA-PA sends a message confirming the new scheduling constraints that correspond

to the delay transitions in its optimal path to the other agents, agv ∈ Agents. Once

the confirmation message is sent out, the DA-PA will start to schedule the path with

the RAs, as described in Section 5.3.d.

However, a constraint violation can be denied, i.e. not authorized, by another

agent in the system. Examples of why another agent would deny a constraint vi-

olation request are discussed later in the section. If the constraint violation is not

authorized, the DA-PA may still identify feasible paths that can fulfill its goals. Thus,

if a constraint violation is denied (i.e. non-authorized), the DA-PA will update the

environment model accordingly to avoid violating the said constraint. Non-authorized

constraints are hardened by setting the hardness coefficient in the constraint to 0 (see

Definitions V.4 and V.5). Then, the DA-PA goes through each of the steps in the

cooperation framework in Figure 5.2 with the new hardened constraints.
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Figure 5.3: A sequence diagram for negotiation between two direct, actively cooper-
ating product agents, ag1

pa and ag2
pa.

5.3.c.1 Coordination with a product agent

The DA-PA requests constraint violations from other PAs in the system by re-

questing all of the delay transitions in its optimal path. To make a decision whether

to authorize the constraint violation, the contacted PA, agpa ∈ Agents, must reason

about the effect the constraint violation will have on its planned sequence of actions

(i.e. path). If the decision making of agpa is rule-based, then agpa must have an

appropriate rule that allows it to search for alternate paths in the system. Similarly,

if agpa is a model-based PA, the the new scheduling constraints should be encoded

in the environment model of the PA. If an alternate path is not found, then the

rule-based or the model-based PA rejects the request from the DA-PA.

Since a DA-PA is classified as a model-based PA, the decision making framework

proposed in this work can be used to find alternate paths in the system. The sequence

diagram in Figure 5.3 shows what happens when one DA-PA, ag2
pa, sends a violation

request to another DA-PA, ag1
pa. In this example, ag1

pa receives a request with new
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scheduling constraints from ag2
pa and progresses through the model creation, path

planning, and coordination phases in Figure 5.2.

The requested violated constraints are added as hard constraints to the decision

making model of ag1
pa during the model creation phase. Then, during the path plan-

ning phase, ag1
pa solves the optimization problem shown in Eq. 5.7. To prevent ag1

pa

from contacting other agents in the system, ag1
pa can set ζ to 0 when finding the op-

timal path in Eq. 5.7. The coordination phase of ag1
pa consists of a reply to DA-PA1

to authorize or deny constraints based on whether or not a path was found in the

path planning phase. Future work will look into allowing ag1
pa to request constraint

violation from other RAs and PAs in the system by allowing positive values of ζ in

Constraint (5.7d) of ag1
pa.

5.3.c.2 Coordination with resource agents

The DA-PA may request constraint violations from the RAs in the system. In

practice, the RAs often have a desired, optimal time to complete various resource

actions based on their own resource models and collected production data. However,

resources can often accomplish tasks faster if prompted. While this might be sub-

optimal to the individual RA, it might help PAs in the system to accomplish their

goals. For example, if a DA-PA requires a faster-than-usual transfer between two

locations in the system, a material handling robot can accomplish this task at the

cost of higher energy expenditure.

A soft constraint that is associated with an RA represents the RA’s desired, opti-

mal time required to finish the associated resource actions. However, when necessary

and if beneficial to the DA-PA in the system, the constraint can be violated during

a DA-PAs cooperation step. Therefore, once queried, a RA must decide whether

to authorize or deny a violation request as the request would result in sub-optimal

behaviour for the RA (e.g. much higher energy expenditure). While RA decision-
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making is not within the scope of this work, the RA must weigh the benefits and

disadvantages of violating a constraint with respect to its associated resource. Then,

the RA makes decisions whether to allow the DA-PA to violate a constraint and

communicates this decision with the DA-PA.

5.3.d Scheduling

If a DA-PA did not find a path during the path planning phase, it will have to

exit the system via the exit plan. Therefore, the DA-PA calls the exit plan provided

during its initialization to exit the system. If the DA-PA finds a path s∗ and all of the

constraint violations are authorized by other agents, the DA-PA starts to schedule

the transitions with the RAs in the system.

For every state x∗i in the state sequence of the solution sequence ΠX(φ(s∗)), the

DA-PA finds the corresponding delay transition td,τj such that (x∗i
td,τj−−→ x∗i ) ∈ φ(s∗).

Then, the DA-PA sends a scheduling request to the agents associated with the state,

x∗i ∈ Ag(x∗i ). The request is a scheduling constraint based on the delay time τj.

By performing the scheduling request for all the delay transitions in s∗ the DA-PA

requests to schedule time constraints on all the RAs in the solution path.

To transition between states x∗i and x∗i+1, the DA-PA sends a request to the agent,

Ag(e) where e ∈ E is the corresponding edge in ts,e ∈ s∗, i.e. (x∗i
ts,e−−→ x∗i+1) ∈ φ(s∗).

This discrete transition request is made at a desired time, which corresponds to the

end of a current delay transition. The DA-PA continues to request the discrete tran-

sitions until it completes all of the events in the path s∗. To improve the robustness of

the DA-PA, the optimization Eq. (5.7) is run after each discrete transition is taken by

the agent. If the optimal path s∗ changes between subsequent solutions of Eq. (5.7),

the DA-PA reschedules the time constraint schedules with the RAs corresponding

accordingly.

Since the DA-PA plans for a single manufacturing process at a time, the path s∗
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ends at a marked state x∗i ∈ Xm that signifies the completion of a manufacturing

process. After the path is finished, the DA-PA finds any unfinished manufacturing

processes as the associated physical part goes through the system and updates ADM

to solve Eq. (5.7) for the next process.

5.4 Case Study

This section presents how direct, active cooperation can be used to improve the

performance of manufacturing systems using simulations of the manufacturing envi-

ronment. The case study showcases how the cooperation framework is used for the

system introduced in Section 5.2.c.

5.4.a Simulation setup

The Repast Simphony agent-based simulation platform [91] was used to test and

analyze the behaviour of a DA-PA in a manufacturing environment. This agent-based

simulation software is discrete-time based, as the simulation is updated every time

step (also known as every tick).

The developed manufacturing simulation contains the high-level discrete-event

dynamics for material handling robots and machines used for manufacturing. The

proposed cooperation framework was added to the model-based product agents and

resource agents obtained from the simulation provided in [47]. A custom PTA mod-

elling class was developed to encode the environment model and decision making

model. The communication framework native to Repast Simphony was used to en-

code messages and enable the cooperation between agents.

A Cost Optimal Reachability Analysis (CORA) solver was developed to solve

the optimization problem in Eq. 5.7 [6]. CORA has been previously used to find

cost-optimal paths for PTA models. Two software tools that have been used to

solve CORA for PTAs are UPPAAL CORA [12,13] and satisfiability modulo theories
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(SMT) solvers [15, 36]. UPPAAL CORA is developed by using a branch-and-bound

algorithm detailed in [13] and implemented in the UPPAAL CORA software [12].

However, there has been no development of tools for closed-loop extensions of CORA

and existing CORA algorithms do not admit constraint violations. Thus, to solve the

optimization problem with soft constraints, a custom implementation [16] of the z3

SMT solver was used to encode soft constraints and find paths in the DA-PA’s decision

making model [6]. z3 leverages an optimization modulo theories (OMT) solver. OMT

is a branch of satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) with cost functions. OMT solvers

find feasible Boolean and algebraic variables that satisfy all of the given constraints,

that are optimal with respect to an algebraic cost function, and that readily admit

constraint softening [16]. For this implementation, the dynamics and constraints of

the decision making model were transformed into first-order logic expressions [6]. The

solver output was the optimal path for the DA-PA and a set of constraint violations

used in the cooperation framework. JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) was as an

interface between the Repast Simphony simulation and the z3 SMT solver.

5.4.b Case study: small manufacturing system

The case study considers the manufacturing system described in Section 5.2.c.

The system contains two robots (R1 and R2), two machines (M1 and M2), and two

buffers (B1 and B2). New parts entering the system start at buffer 1 (B1) and, once

the part enters the system, a new DA-PA is initialized. During initialization, the

DA-PA is provided the process plan and deadlines, the exit plan, the performance

weights, and the priority for the physical properties in the process plan.

In this example, the process plan contains one physical property: complete process

1 (P1). The exit plan is an agent that can take the part associated with the DA-PA

out of the system. For this example, the DA-PAs attempts to minimize both the time

and energy expenditure in the system with αt = 1 and αe = 0.5, respectively. To
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Table 5.3: Time limits for resource actions in the simulation

Resource Program
Time
(ticks)

Robot 1 Move to Buffer 2 15

Robot 1 Move to Buffer 2 (Fast) 5

Robot 2 Move to Machine 1 17

Robot 2 Move to Machine 2 17

Machine 1 Process 1 100

Machine 2 Process 1 150

test the DA-PA cooperation framework, various priority values and deadlines were

provided to the DA-PAs during initialization, as detailed in the following examples.

The time limits for the resource actions in the simulation are shown in Table 5.3.

The time limits in Table 5.3 are used to build the constraints in the decision making

model shown in Table 5.1. The time for optimization and coordination is 1 tick, i.e.

topt = 1 and tcoord = 1. Note that for robot 1, the energy expenditure is much greater

if the soft constraint is violated, i.e. if robot 1 has to move the part to B2 faster

than 15 ticks, Thus, cnm = 10 kWh and csft = 100 kwH are the costs for staying at

state x2, Knrgnm (x2) = cnm · val(cx2l ) and Knrgsft (x2) = csft · val(γx2l ). To conform with

the simulation environment, we require the part to stay in every state for at least one

tick. Therefore, an additional constraint, val(cxl ) >= 1, is added for each state in the

decision making model, x ∈ X.

5.4.b.1 Example 1 - Non-cooperative PAs

This example illustrates the scenario when two DA-PAs do not need to cooperate

with each other to complete their individual goals and satisfy the system objectives.

In this example, a part comes into the system with no deadline provided for P1. A

DA-PA, ag1
pa, is created with an importance value of 2. The DA-builds the decision
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making model shown in Figure 5.1 and calculates its optimal path using Eq. 5.7.

The solver described in the previous section is used to find a cost-optimal path in

the system. Then, after solving the optimization problem, ag1
pa schedules the path to

complete P1 at M1.

Unexpectedly, a second part comes into the system 10 ticks after the first part.

The second DA-PA, ag2
pa, does not have deadlines and has an importance value of

2. The optimal path for ag2
pa does not have any constraint violations. Thus, ag2

pa

schedules resource actions to take the associated part to the slower machine, M2, to

complete its process plan. The flow times for ag1
pa and ag2

pa to complete their process

plans are 141 and 197 ticks, respectively.

5.4.b.2 Example 2 - PA-PA cooperation with order prioritization

For this example, the manufacturer prioritizes the completion of the part associ-

ated with ag2
pa over any other parts in the system. Both ag1

pa and ag2
pa are set-up in

the same way as Example 1. However, ag2
pa is given an importance value of 1, making

it higher priority than ag1
pa.

As in example 1, ag1
pa initially chooses to go to M1 to complete the process plan.

As the part associated with ag1
pa is moving to B2 (state x2 in Figure 5.1), the more

important part enters the system and ag2
pa is initialized. By following the proposed

cooperation framework, ag2
pa requests ag1

pa to reschedule its plan. ag1
pa authorizes the

request and finds an optimal path that to take its associated part to M2 to complete

P1. In this scenario, the flow times for the ag1
pa and ag2

pa are 221 and 145 ticks,

respectively. Compared to the first example, the higher priority DA-PA is able to

complete its process plan significantly faster. Note that the total flow time of both

parts in the system is longer. However, since neither ag1
pa or ag2

pa had any deadlines

in the process plan, all of the goals of both agents were accomplished.
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5.4.b.3 Example 3 - DA-PA, DA-PA cooperation to meet a deadline

Both ag1
pa and ag2

pa are set-up in the same way as Example 1. Unlike example

2, the priority of both parts is the same for this example. However, ag2
pa is given a

deadline of 180 ticks to complete P1.

As in examples 1 and 2, ag1
pa initially chooses to go to M1 to complete the process

plan. However, when the part associated with ag2
pa comes into the system, ag2

pa

requests the utilization of M1 from ag1
pa. Similar to example 2, ag1

pa is able to find a

new path that satisfies all of its goals that takes the associated path to M2. In this

scenario, the flow times for ag1
pa and ag2

pa are 221 and 145 ticks, respectively.

5.4.b.4 Example 4 - DA-PA, RA cooperation to meet a deadline

Only one DA-PA is considered for this example. In this example, a part comes

into the system and DA-PA is initialized with a deadline of 135 ticks. To accomplish

this task, ag1
pa cooperates with the R1 RA and requests to move to B2 faster by

violating R1’s soft constraint. Since this will ensure that ag1
pa meets its deadline, the

RA confirms this violation at the expense of a higher energy expenditure. In this

scenario, the flow time for ag1
pa is 135 ticks.

5.5 Conclusions

A model-based decision making framework to enable direct, actively cooperative

product agents is introduced. For this framework, a new environment model that

leverages the priced timed automaton modeling formalism is proposed. This model

explicitly represents the scheduling constraints in the system and separates the ne-

gotiable constraints (soft constraints) from the non-negotiable constraints (hard con-

straints). To identify which constraints conflict the product agent’s goals, an opti-

mization problem on the model is developed. A strategy for product agent coordina-
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tion and negotiation with other agents in the system is also presented. This strategy

resolves the conflicts in the system, allowing the agents to effectively control and co-

ordinate the components on the factory floor. This framework is tested in a simulated

manufacturing environment, showing how direct, active cooperation can improve the

flexibility and performance of the manufacturing system.
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CHAPTER VI

Implementations

Manufacturing system testbeds provide a place where new ideas can be developed

and tested without the need to disrupt the production or distribution capabilities

of an industrial plant [46]. A multi-agent controller with the model-based prod-

uct agent was developed and tested in several manufacturing system testbeds. This

chapter presents a description of multi-agent control implementations in three man-

ufacturing testbeds: the Fischertechnik testbed at the University of Michigan [131],

the myJoghurt Demonstrator at the Technical University of Munich [2,121], and the

System-level Manufacturing and Automation Research Testbed at the University of

Michigan [46]. These implementations can be used as a blueprint for future imple-

mentations of the model-based product agent framework.

6.1 Fischertechnik

A small table-top testbed made by Fischertechnik was used to initially test the

multi-agent control strategy [131]. This portable testbed is a small scale represen-

tation of a manufacturing facility, allowing us to test and study the multi-agent

control strategy in a physical setting. The Fischertechnik testbed consists of convey-

ors, infrared (IR) sensors, limit switches, and machining stations. These components

emulate functions of real-world manufacturing systems. The layout of the testbed is
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Figure 6.1: An overview of the Fischertechnik testbed. (a) shows the arrangement
of the four cells and their logic controllers and (b) displays the agents on the Fis-
chertechnik testbed and the location of the main controller.

shown in Figure 6.1.

The physical testbed is sectioned into four cells, as shown in Figure 6.1(a). Each

cell contains a conveyor line and IR sensors to capture the location of the parts in

the system. Cells 2 and 4 have machining stations with a mechanical spinner above

the conveyor. The cell controllers can actuate this mechanical spinner, representing

a manufacturing operation in the system. Each cell is controlled by a programmable

logic controller (PLC) emulated by a Raspberry Pi (RPi) microcontroller [25]. Control

code is uploaded to these micro-controllers, which enact the low-level control (e.g.

motors) for the machines. The controllers are connected over an Internet Protocol

(IP) network with static IP addresses.

6.1.a Agent control and communication architecture

The Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) [3], an agent development en-

vironment, is used to create the agents and establish the agent communication. The

developed multi-agent architecture consists of four resource agents (RAs) and a num-

ber of product agents (PAs). The four RAs are high-level controllers for the cells

and can send actuation commands to move the conveyor or start the manufactur-
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Figure 6.2: The setup of the Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) on the
Fischertechnik testbed.

ing operation. Model-based PAs are created when new parts enter the system. The

architecture is distributed over the five Raspberry Pis (RPis) in the system.

Four of the RPi’s stores a cell RA and the low-level control logic for that cell. The

agents and the low-level logic are hosted in JADE containers, which are native to the

JADE environment. The other RPi is the main container in the system, facilitating

the communication in the system and initializing new PAs in the system. PAs move

between the RPis as the associated part enters the system and is transferred between

the cells on the testbed. The agent platform is shown in Figure 6.2. The communi-

cation between agents in the system is accomplished using the FIPA (Foundation for

Intelligent Physical Agents) ACL Message protocol in the JADE environment. The

ACL Messages contain custom, serialized Java objects that are decoded by each of

the agents in the system.

The agent architecture is shown in Figure 6.3. The agent layer establishes the

high-level control of the testbed. At this control level, RAs and PAs communicate
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Figure 6.3: The multi-agent control architecture for the Fischertechnik testbed.

with each other, shown by the yellow arrows, and make decisions. These decisions

are communicated to the PLC in each RPi, as shown by the dark grey arrows. Note

that there is one dark grey arrow pointing to the PA in the system, which signifies

that a PA is initialized using information obtained by that RPi.

The low-level control is established by PLC signals sent through input/output

pins from the RPis to the cells on the testbed. In the low-level control, ladder logic

in the corresponding RPi has direct access to the physical machines through GPIO

(general-purpose input/output) pins.

In addition to the cell RAs, a human resource agent (HRA) is included. The HRA

is a representation of an operator on the shop floor and is discussed in detail in [131].

The HRA interacts with the other agents to add flexibility to the system.

There are many paths of communication between the agents in the developed

multi-agent controller. PA to RA communication involves requests of services from

the PA to the RA. RA to RA communication is needed for the cooperation of machines

to send and receive parts from and to their respective cells. PA to PA communication
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is used to implement priority of products - higher priority products can tell lower

priority ones to recirculate. The HRA interacts with other agents to perform material

handling or maintenance requests.

6.1.b Fischertechnik case studies and insights

The testbed is used to validate the behavior of the model-based product agent

presented in Chapter III and the exploration methodology described in Chapter IV.

The model-based product agent is provided a process plan that requires the associated

physical part to be machined at either cell 1 or cell 2 for a specified amount of time.

Following this machining operation, the associated part should move to the end of

the conveyor line in cell 4.

A part is placed at the start of the line in cell 1 (e.g. P1 in Figure 6.3b). Once

the cell 1 RA informs the associated PA that the part is in the system, the PA

uses the exploration technique described in Chapter IV to build the model of the

manufacturing environment. Using this model, the PA is able to find a sequence of

actions to take the part from its current location (cell 1) to the machine specified

in its process plan. The PA requests these operations and waits for feedback from

the RAs in the system. Once an RA informs the PA that the requested machining

operation is finished, the PA explores the system to find how to move to the end of

the conveyor line in cell 4. The PA then requests this sequence of actions from the

RAs in the system. Note that if an RA is ever shut down during this process, the

PAs and RAs call the HRA [131] to assist with “fixing” the shut down in the system,

showcasing the flexibility of the multi-agent architecture.

This simple manufacturing system shows that the model-based product agent is

able to accomplish a process plan and request the appropriate actions from the RAs

in the system. However, this type of testbed does not accurately represent the scale

and complexity of manufacturing systems and existing manufacturing system control
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architectures. Therefore, to better simulate an industrial environment, the model-

based product agent was testbed in two other testbeds: the myJoghurt demonstrator

and the System-level Manufacturing and Automation Research Testbed.

6.2 myJoghurt Demonstrator

The concept of resource agent task negotiation described in Chapter IV was

tested in the myJoghurt CPPS (Cyber Physical Production System) demonstrator

at the Institute of Automation and Information Systems, Technical University of

Munich [2, 121]. myJoghurt is a production facility used to test new manufacturing

system control technologies for the production of personalized bottles of yogurt based

on various customer orders [37]. The demonstrator consists of a bottle storage facility,

a logistic system, and two filling stations with different colored pellets (Fig 6.4). Once

a customer places an order for a personalized yogurt production, a bottle is taken

from storage and placed into the logistic system. Then it is moved, by sets of con-

veyors, to desired locations around the demonstrator. The desired locations for each

bottle depend on the customized process plan created using the individual customer

order. Thus, individual bottles have different requirements based on their process

plans, current locations, deadlines, etc. In addition, the capabilities of the logistic

system are always changing due to varying routes of the bottles, conveyor mainte-

nance schedule, or alterations to the sensors and actuators in the system creating a

dynamic manufacturing environment.

6.2.a Agent control and communication architecture

The implementation of the multi-agent control architecture for the myJoghurt

demonstrator is shown in Figure 6.4. The logistic component of the demonstrator

contains 22 conveyor lines controlled via stepper motors. Switches route bottles at

conveyor junctions. Light sensors indicate the presence of a bottle at each switch and
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Figure 6.4: The setup and infrastructure for the myJoghurt system at the Institute
of Automation and Information Systems, Technical University of Munich.

at the beginning and end of each conveyor line. The conveyor motors, switches, and

sensors are connected to four embedded PCs (a Beckhoff CX2040 and three Beckhoff

CX9020) via EtherCAT. The embedded PCs run Beckhoff TwinCAT3 to control the

conveyors, set the direction of the switches, and obtain the presence of bottles at the

light switches, among other functions.

Similarly to the Fischertechnik testbed, the multi-agent control architecture is

implemented using the JAVA Agent DEvelopment Framework [3] on a Dell Intel

Core i7 PC. Eighteen RAs are connected to the four embedded PCs using the Beckhoff

Automation Device Specifications (ADS) interface [1] over EtherCAT. The FIPA ACL

Message protocol with custom, serialized Java objects is used for communication

between agents. The RAs are initialized with individual capabilities models encoded

using the JUNG library [94].

The PAs control the behavior of the bottles in the system through communication

requests with the RAs. Each PA is provided a process plan with locations around
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Figure 6.5: Set-up for an example scenario demonstrating the PA exploration

the system and/or the addition of pellets in the first or second filling station. Using

the process plan, the PAs attempt to explore the system, make plans, and request

actions from the RAs.

The model-based PA described in Chapter III explores the system using the ne-

gotiation strategy described in Chapter IV. Based on the returned bids, the PA can

decide whether it needs to further explore the system. If the PA finds multiple paths

to a desired state, it will plan to take the shortest time path available. After the PA

plans a sequence of actions to take, it executes these action through queries to the

respective RAs. The time-out times for the exploration and planning were 150 ms

and 50 ms.

6.2.b Case study descriptions

Two case studies were performed in the myJoghurt demonstrator. The first case

study looked at the performance of a single PA in the system, while the second case

study focused on the behavior of the system with multiple PAs.

Case study 1: One product agent in the system

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the setup and the communication for one example sce-

nario in the system. In this scenario, the RAs are initially provided with individual

capabilities. For example, RA2 is provided a capabilities model that contains the

following states: “C2 Start”, “C2 End”, “C2 to C3”, and “C2 to C5”. Each of these

states is linked to a presence sensor in the system to signify when a bottle arrives
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Figure 6.6: An annotated screenshot of the communication when a new RA enters the
system. The annotations highlight how a PA re-explores the system to learn about
this unexpected change.

at the state. In addition, the events of the capabilities model represent transitions

between two states. For example, an event called “Run C2” is a transition between

the “C2 Start” and “C2 End” states. These events are linked to PLC tags in the

system. Hence, “Run C2’ is linked to a tag that starts conveyor 2 and takes a bottle

to the end of the line. Finally, the neighboring RAs and the corresponding states are

provided to each RA. For example, “C2 to C3’ is a neighboring state between RA2

and RA3.

An example of the behavior of a PA in the system is shown in Figure 6.6. In this

scenario, the bottle is located on conveyor 1 (C1). Based on its process plan, the PA

must guide the bottle to one of its two desired locations. First, the PA sends out bid

requests with a small allowable time limit. Since the RAs cannot form a team to take

the bottle from its current state to a state with a desired location in the allowable
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time, the PA increases the time limit for its second exploration request. With the new

time limit, the team of RA2-RA3-RA4 sends the PA a bid. The PA uses Djikstra’s

algorithm to plan and schedule an event string to take the bottle from its current

state to a desired state in the shortest amount of time [47]. Finally, once the bottle

arrives at new states, the RAs inform the PA by monitoring the individual presence

sensors.

The dynamic response of the system is also shown in the example. Specifically,

C5 and C6 are placed into the system as the bottle is traveling on C1. The RAs

associated with those resources enter the network of RAs through communication

with their neighbors. Thus, when the PA re-explores the system, the RAs submit two

bids that can take the bottle to a desired state. This example shows the flexibility

of using the dynamic network of resource agents to quickly adapt to changes in the

manufacturing system.

Case study 2: Multiple product agents in the system

To test the performance of multiple PAs in the system, 20 bottles were sent to

the demonstrator. New bottles entered the system every 190 seconds, replicating

a realistic production plant. Simulating a random customer order, seven PAs were

provided a process plan that required pellets from Filling Stations 1 and 2. The

process plans of the other PAs required only Filling Station 1 pellets. The goal of each

bottle was to reach the exit of the demonstrator with the correct pellet distribution.

By utilizing the proposed negotiation procedure, the PAs representing the bottles

were able to explore, plan, and request actions from the RAs representing the convey-

ors. Overall, 18 out of 20 bottles successfully navigated the system. 2 of the bottles

became stuck due to a mechanical defect in the system. If stuck and unable to finish

their process plan, the PAs requested a human operator to remove the associated

physical part from the system.

Experiments showed that the RAs required 38± 24 (average, standard deviation)
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milliseconds to perform task negotiation and send back a bid to the PA using JADE’s

communication infrastructure. The size of submitted bids ranged from 1 to 17 events.

The maximum amount of time for a bid to come back to the PA was 125 ms. The

exploration time variability was mostly due to message transfer speed in the JADE

environment. Once the bids were obtained, the PAs scheduled actions with the RAs.

The average time to schedule an action with an RA was 3.2 ms. Finally, the PAs had

to request actions from the RAs. On average, it took 19 ± 17 ms, with a maximum

of 124 ms, between the time that the PA requested an action to the time when the

RAs finished setting the appropriate tag in a Beckhoff PC using the ADS interface.

The variability in execution time depended on both the speed of message transfer in

the JADE environment and the speed of using the ADS interface.

6.2.c Insights from myJoghurt case studies

The feasibility of using this exploration technique in a real manufacturing system

was shown in this implementation. Exploration was integrated with a controller that

uses a common standard for industrial system control (IEC 61131-3) [118]. RAs and

PAs made timely decisions to control bottles in the system. PA exploration took at

most 125 ms with multiple agent interactions. This time may scale up as the number

of agents and the amount of communication in the system increases.

The benefits described in Section 4.3.b are showcased in this implementation. The

bottle can be placed in any location with a sensor and will start to explore the system,

plan, and execute actions to reach a desired state. The discussed dynamic network of

RAs adapts instantly to changes in the manufacturing system. These changes include

resource addition, removal or maintenance, or changes in resources capabilities. Note

that this exploration technique does not require a single global model or communica-

tion with all of the system RAs, as required by alternate exploration techniques. For

example, in Figure 6.6, RA7 does not have to divulge information about its capabili-
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ties to the PA, preventing excess communication. Additionally, each RA updates its

own capabilities model, reducing the need to store and update a global system model

during PA exploration.

Some of the PA-RA communication parameters have to be tuned for the specific

application of an agent-based controller. These parameters include the number of

physical properties and the size of the time limit in the PA’s bid request, the amount of

time the PA needs to wait before it begins to plan and execute actions, and how often

the PA must re-explore the system. These parameters will dictate PA robustness and

responsiveness and are adapted to the manufacturing system. The selection of these

parameters will be based on the speed of the agent communication infrastructure,

the fidelity of each resource capabilities model, and the expected number and types

of disturbances.

6.3 System-level Manufacturing and Automation Research

Testbed

The University of Michigan has developed the System-level Manufacturing and

Automation Research Testbed (SMART) [46]. An overview of the testbed is shown

in Figure 6.7. First built within the University of Michigan’s Engineering Research

Center for Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems in the early 2000s [85], the testbed

has been used for a variety of manufacturing research projects including: the develop-

ment and validation of a framework for logic control of a manufacturing system [28],

testing a novel anomaly detection method [4], and implementing a Factory Health

Monitoring system [109], among others [35, 70, 73]. Recently, in partnership with

Rockwell Automation, the testbed has been upgraded and equipped with the latest

control system technologies.

SMART has four computer numerical control (CNC) machine tools, two conveyors,
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Figure 6.7: An overview of the System-level Manufacturing and Automation Research
Testbed. (a) shows the setup for the testbed and (b) provides an overview of some of
the sensors integrated into the system.

one gantry, and two industrial robots with an integrated industrial control system

(provided by Rockwell Automation) connected through Ethernet/IP with industrial

network switches. There are RFID sensors on the testbed, which identify parts in the

system and provide their location to the central controller. Pneumatic stops are used

to halt the parts at certain pick-up/drop-off locations. There are inspection cameras

on the conveyor system as well as some of the CNCs. An industrial human-machine

interface (HMI) provides necessary interfaces to control various components in the

system. Additionally, each CNC has a dedicated HMI for operators to interface with

each machine. Some pictures of the machines, robots, and conveyors in SMART are

shown in Figure 6.8(a).

Currently, each CNC contains programs that can perform a number of machining

operations to create three types of parts that can be assembled into a toy car shown

in Figure 6.8(b). By changing the parameters in the CNC programs and utilizing
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Figure 6.8: (a) Various views of the components (clockwise from the top left): the
main conveyor line, Cell 1, the CNC and the robot from Cell 1, and the robot from
Cell 2. (b) An example of a product manufactured using SMART.

other CNC tools, these parts can be altered to create parts with various desired

dimensions. The conveyor lines and robots are able to handle a variety of parts on

the pallets and with the interchangeable grippers. The parts can be rerouted and

the speed of the robot handling, conveyor lines, and CNC processes can be altered to

change the system throughput.

A computer connected to the main programmable logic controller (PLC) in the sys-

tem is used for programming the control logic (with Rockwell’s Studio 5000 software)

and implementing Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) applications that send/receive

data from cloud-based storage and computation resources. There are various power

monitoring sensors on the CNCs that are used to develop data analytics and predictive

maintenance solutions.
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6.3.a Agent control and communication architecture

Similar to the Fischertechnik testbed and the myJoghurt demonstrator, a multi-

agent controller was implemented using the JADE framework for this testbed. Agents

used the FIPA ACL Message protocol with custom, serialized Java objects for com-

munication. Three RA agents were created for the system: a conveyor agent and

two cell agents. Multiple customized parts were associated by the PA that guided

the parts through the testbed. All of the PAs and RAs were developed using the

methodology described in the myJoghurt case study.

The main goal of this implementation was to test the connection between the

multi-agent controller and the Rockwell PLC. An OPC (Open Platform Communi-

cations) client for Rockwell’s RSLinx software packaged was configured to make the

PLC tags available for external client communicating with the PLC. PLC tags (i.e.

variables that point to memory locations) were manually identified for each agent in

the system. A custom interface using the JeasyOPC java libraries [24] was used to

establish the connection and pass relevant data between the Rockwell PLC and the

multi-agent controller in JADE. The conveyor agent was able to read/write the speed

of the conveyor via the variable frequency drives, read/write data to the pneumatic

stops, and read the data from the RFID (Radio-frequency identification) transceivers.

The RFID transceivers were able to identify specific parts using RFID tags [79]. The

two cell agents were able to read/write data to the robots and CNC machines.

6.3.b SMART case study and insights

The agent decision making and communication was tested in SMART. We cre-

ated an RFID tag that contained the processes for one of the three parts shown in

Figure 6.8(b) and attached this RFID tag to a wax workblock. Then, we placed the

workblock onto one of the pallets on the conveyor line. The multi-agent architecture

automatically created a PA and provided the process plan from the RFID tag. When
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the pallet containing the part arrived at one of the RFID transceivers around the

system, the corresponding RA updated the PA with the latest state of the associated

physical part. Similar to previous case studies, the PA was able to take the part to

the appropriate resource and request the machining operation required by the process

plan. Note that the presence of RFID tags allowed the PA to be tracked through the

system. Future work includes writing information to the RFID tags to allow the PA

to store information on the physical part.

The time latency of communication between the agents and the OPC layer was

tested. The average time that it took an RA to send one request to the Rockwell PLC

and obtain the appropriate data was 187 ms over 30 trials. The average time that

it took an RA to write the data to the PLC was 2700 ms over 12 trials. Note that

writing values took a significantly longer time. While the PAs and RAs were able to

communicate efficiently and move the parts around the system, there were noticeable

occurrences when the part stayed at a single position longer than necessary. This

idling occurred because RAs were in the process of reading and writing the data to

the testbed. Therefore, both the read and write times should be incorporated in the

models and the control design of the PA to improve its decision making.

6.4 Lessons Learned and Insights

There were numerous lessons learned and insights gained during the implemen-

tations of the multi-agent controllers for the three testbeds. This section overviews

three of the most important insights and lessons learned to effectively utilize a multi-

agent control strategy for manufacturing systems. Specifically, agents used for multi-

agent control of manufacturing systems should: (1) have an accurate representation

of the states, events, and constraints in the system; (2) efficiently capture system

disturbances; and (3) account for communication delays between the multi-agent ar-

chitecture and the sensors and actuators on the shop floor. The rest of this section
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expands on each of these topics in more detail.

The model-based PAs obtain information about the system through the explo-

ration methodology described in Chapter IV. This exploration methodology is based

on the fusion of the capabilities models from various RAs. Therefore, for the imple-

mentations, each RA needed to have an accurate representations of the capabilities

of its associated resource (see Chapter IV) and these representations had to be con-

sistent for all of the RAs in the system. For the three implementations, we estimated

the capabilities of each resource, i.e., the part states, resource actions, average time

for each action, etc. If this estimation was inaccurate (e.g., the estimated time is

significantly lower than the actual time for resource actions), then the decisions made

by the model-based PA would not match the system capabilities and, thus, the PA

would have to exit the system. Therefore, the RA capability models were created

after running a number of system identification tests for each resource in this system.

While this approach worked for the manufacturing testbed implementations described

in this section, future work will include the development of an automated approach

to estimate resource agent capabilities during initialization.

Additionally, the agents in the system have to accurately capture system distur-

bances in the environment model to ensure the effectiveness of the multi-agent control

strategy. The agents in the implementations described in this chapter captured sim-

ple disturbances such as resource failures, new resources or new resource capabilities,

and simple changes to customer orders. These disturbances were captured through

various smart sensors on the shop floor (e.g., capturing when a machine is off or when

a new conveyor line is added) and human-agent interfaces (e.g., an interface to change

the customer specifications in the process plan). Various improvements, such as al-

gorithms to capture machine degradation or the integration of new smart sensors in

the system, can further improve the performance of the multi-agent control strategy.

When making decisions, agents need to take into account the communication de-
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lays between the multi-agent architecture, the logic controller, and the sensors and

actuators on the plant floor. For example, the model-based PA needs to incorporate

this information when making exploration, planning, and execution decisions. These

communication times need to be dynamically updated due to the varying communi-

cation overhead, e.g., due to new resources added to the system, new agents in the

system, or changes to the low-level control architecture. Similar to the resource capa-

bilities, these communication delays were obtained through a number of trials in the

system and updated. Further work will be necessary to ensure accurate estimation of

the communication delays and accelerate the communication speed for the controllers

in the system.
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CHAPTER VII

Conclusions and Future Directions

Flexibility and adaptability are two important characteristics of manufacturing

systems. The importance of these two attributes was recently demonstrated in the

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic [41]. Manufacturers faced an unprecedented demand

for medical equipment, such as face masks and ventilators, to help with the battle

against the disease. Several companies put in significant engineering effort to recon-

figure their entire existing manufacturing systems to produce new equipment [97,110].

However, this reconfiguration process took several weeks as new technology had to

be integrated into manufacturing systems and new production schedules had to be

developed. System-level control of the various parts, machines, and robots on the

shop floor was was one of the challenges faced by manufacturers during this crisis.

One strategy that can be used to address these flexiblity and adaptability chal-

lenges faced by manufacturers is multi-agent control. In this strategy, a number of

agents use data from the system, information from other agents, and a set of indi-

vidual goals to drive the behavior of this system. This dissertation has focused on

improving the intelligence of one of the most important agents in this control strat-

egy – the product agent (PA). As described in Chapters I and II, the development of

new models, methods, and algorithms can improve the performance of existing PAs

and, thus, the multi-agent control strategy. Specifically, existing PAs primarily use
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rule-based reasoning to obtain the capabilities of the manufacturing system, schedule

resource operations, and request actions from resource agents (RAs) in the system.

This rule-based approach reduces the flexibility and adaptability of the PA and, in

turn, of the multi-agent control strategy. Recently, model-based PAs have been pro-

posed to improve the flexibility and adaptability of PAs. However, there are still a

number of challenges that remain in the design, development, and implementation of

the model-based PAs.

This dissertation improves the intelligence and capabilities of PAs by describ-

ing the models, interfaces, and communication required to make intelligent decisions

in a dynamic manufacturing environment. The proposed product agent is able to

efficiently explore the manufacturing environment, build a discrete event model to

capture the dynamics and constraints of the system, and cooperate with other agents

to achieve its goals. A multi-agent architecture with the proposed model-based PA

was developed, tested, and analyzed using a simulated manufacturing environment

and three manufacturing testbeds with various physical components. The results

showcased in these experiments display the potential of the model-based product

agent to develop more flexible manufacturing systems that can respond to a unex-

pected disturbances in the system caused by machine failures, new product orders,

or, potentially, even a global pandemic.

7.1 Contributions

The core contributions of this dissertation are stated below. The first three con-

tributions are also illustrated in Figure 7.1.

1) A model-based architecture for the product agents:

The design and testing of an architecture for a model-based product agent is de-

scribed. As shown in Figure 7.1, the proposed product agent contains a Knowledge

Base, Decision Maker, and Communication Manager. These components are used
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Figure 7.1: Three of the core contributions of the dissertation are (1) a model-based
product agent architecture, (2) a methodology for product agent exploration, (3) a
framework for direct, active cooperation in product agents.

by the product agent to explore the capabilities of surrounding resources, formulate

plans based on its knowledge, and request actions to be taken by various resources

based on the production goals of its associated physical part. This product agent ar-

chitecture is used to create customized products and guide parts through dynamically

changing manufacturing systems. These product agent capabilities are showcased in

a simulated semiconductor manufacturing environment.

2) An exploration methodology for efficient product agent model creation in a dynamic

manufacturing environment:

A novel approach for PA exploration based on the propagation of bids and bid

requests over a dynamic network of resource agents is presented. Using the pro-

posed methodology, resource agents form teams to provide product agents with a
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comprehensive view of the surrounding environment. In addition to enabling RA

task negotiation, this approach limits the amount of information available to agents,

improving security and reducing communication overhead of agent systems. This

exploration was tested and analyzed in three manufacturing testbeds.

3) A framework to enable direct and active cooperation for the product agent:

A model-based decision making framework to enable direct, actively cooperative

product agents is introduced. For this framework, a new environment model that

leverages the priced timed automaton modeling formalism captures the soft schedul-

ing constraints from other agents in the system. Then, by solving an optimization

problem, the direct, actively cooperating product agent identifies which of the soft

scheduling constraints are conflicting with its individual goals. Finally, the product

agent coordinates and negotiates with other agents in the system to resolve these

conflicts and schedule its desired sequence of resource actions in the system. This

framework is tested in a simulated manufacturing environment, showing how direct,

active cooperation can improve the flexibility and performance of the manufacturing

system.

4) Integration of the model-based product agent with industrial system controllers:

To showcase the potential of the models, methods, and algorithms developed

in this dissertation, a multi-agent architecture with the model-based product agent

was integrated into three manufacturing testbeds: the Fischertechnik testbed at the

University of Michigan, the myJoghurt Demonstrator at the Technical University of

Munich, and the System-level Manufacturing and Automation Research Testbed at

the University of Michigan. The multi-agent controller was able to effectively produce

customized parts in all three systems due to the decisions made by the model-based

product agent. The communication times between the various agents and between

the multi-agent architecture and lower-level system controllers were also analyzed,

showing that this control strategy can be used in realistic, physical manufacturing
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systems.

7.2 Limitations and Future Work

This dissertation has explored several promising areas of research in the develop-

ment of intelligent product agents for multi-agent control strategies for manufacturing.

However, there are still a lot of remaining limitations, questions, and challenges in

this field. While the model-based product agent was tested using simulations and

real physical testbeds, there are still a number of challenges to scaling this model-

based product agent to large, complex manufacturing systems. For example, there

is a need to account for continuous manufacturing in the developed multi-agent con-

troller by integrating other types of agents in the multi-agent architecture (e.g., a

process agent). Another limitation to this work is the lack of a formal analysis to

determine the difference in performance between the multi-agent control architecture

and a traditional, centralized approach. While there are a number of other limitations

and open questions for the model-based PA, three of the potential research directions

that can leverage the work in this disseration are described in this section.

7.2.a Cooperative learning for product agents

The development of learning and self-adaptation is a popular research area for

smart manufacturing systems [53, 61, 82]. However, the concept of learning has not

been applied to intelligent PAs. While the manufacturing system may change dy-

namically or a new product may be requested by the customer, the PA can use some

of the prior knowledge about the behavior of the manufacturing system to learn and

improve its performance. By aggregating information about RA capabilities and pre-

vious decisions made by other PAs, the PA can make better decisions regarding its

future plans.

An initial framework has been proposed in [92] that allows the automatic initial-
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ization of product and resource agents in manufacturing system. This framework

takes in a customer order and information about the capabilities of the manufac-

turing system from a human to automatically create and initialize the process plan

for a PA. The framework works offline to perform this matching and does not take

into consideration the current state of the manufacturing system. An extension to

this framework is to push this framework online, allowing it to synthesize and make

decisions based on real-time data from the agents in the manufacturing system. This

extension would enable the sharing of information between newly initialized PAs,

PAs with parts in the system, and PAs that have completed their process plans. PAs

would use this information to learn and improve their decision making capabilities

over time.

7.2.b Developing complementary intelligence for resource agents

Due to the inherent nature of the multi-agent control strategy, the development

of PA intelligence is linked to the behavior and performance of other agents, more

specifically the RAs, in the system. Therefore, there is a significant amount of work to

be accomplished for the development of intelligent RAs. To ensure that model-based

PAs can effectively interact with RAs in the system, the knowledge base, decision

making, and communication capabilities of the RAs needs to be developed and stan-

dardized. In addition, in this dissertation, it was assumed that RAs can accurately

capture the capabilities of their associated resources, update their own knowledge

of the environment through data received from the system, and efficiently respond

to PA queries. However, none of these assumptions are trivial and the technology

to enable these capabilities for RAs needs to be developed and tested. Finally, the

cooperation capabilities of the RAs can be improved. For example, the methodology

of RA teams in Chapter IV can be extended to improve RA responses to disturbances

in the system. The models, methods, and algorithms proposed in this dissertation
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can be leveraged to improve the decision making of RAs. For example, the PTA-

based environment model, the optimization formulation, and the solver developed

for direct, active cooperation can be similarly leveraged by the RAs to improve their

cooperation capabilities.

7.2.c Integration of intelligent product agents with a centralized control

architecture

The pairing of the multi-agent control strategy with more traditional, centralized

approaches is an interesting topic with a number of open research questions [21].

While traditional approaches are able to find optimal solutions to problems in system-

level control, they lack the flexibility and adaptability that is inherent in multi-agent

control strategies. Therefore, several frameworks have used a switching strategy to

merge the two approaches [21]. In these frameworks, the centralized controller is used

when production is going as planned and the multi-agent controller is turned on when

there is a disturbance in the system. However, this hybrid approach does not fully

utilize the full potential of both approaches.

Another approach to coupling both types of control strategies is to divide the

responsibilities for each controller. In this type of approach, a centralized controller

provides some control authority to agents in the system, allowing them to freely make

their own decisions [84]. In the case of the product agent, a centralized controller

would allow PAs to make decisions regarding which resource actions to schedule and

request, but supervise the PAs to ensure that the parts are on track to complete

their production requirements. A centralized controller that can interface with the

model-based product agent developed in this dissertation would need to be developed

to create this coupled control strategy.

The model-based PA developed in this dissertation should also be integrated with

existing standards and requirements for Industry 4.0 systems. For example, the mod-
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els and behavior of the PA should align with recent developments in the area of

digital twins for manufacturing [86]. One potential standard that can be leveraged to

standardize the model-based PA is the Asset Administration Shells (AAS) [117,124].

AAS is a framework that leverages Digital Twin concepts to ensure interoperabil-

ity and exchange of information between components in Industry 4.0 systems. The

model-based PA developed in this dissertation should be adapted and extended to

meet standards and requirements of future manufacturing systems, such as the AAS

framework or the digital twin framework proposed in [86].

7.3 Outlook and Impact

The work presented in this dissertation will enable small-batch manufacturing

and more personalized production. Once the model-based PA is provided with a set

of production requirements, it makes autonomous and intelligent decisions. Manu-

facturers will be able to complete small orders without the need to reconfigure or

reschedule operations in the manufacturing system and, thus, will be more willing to

accept a wider variety of customers and personalized orders.

Additionally, the integration of the multi-agent control strategy will allow more

manufacturing technology to be incorporated into the shop floor. As shown in this

dissertation, the model-based PA recognizes and communicates with a new resource

and resource agent if both are added to the manufacturing system. Therefore, the

multi-agent control strategy enables easier integration of new machines, robots, and

other technology into the manufacturing system.

Finally, as a part travels between manufacturers, distributors, and customers,

the associated PA can move with the part and store relevant information. The PA

will be able to track the current state of the part, the completed manufacturing

processes, and the part quality, among a number of other features. The PA will

communicate this information with other agents, people, and companies, enabling a
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more connected manufacturing supply chain and improving the manufacturing process

for manufacturers and customers alike.
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